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Abstract
The research of Mario Pieri (1860–1913) can be classified into three main areas: metric differential and algebraic
geometry and vector analysis; foundations of geometry and arithmetic; logic and the philosophy of science. In
writing this article, I intend to reveal some important aspects of his contributions to the foundations of projective
geometry, notably those that emanated from his intensive study of the works of Georg Karl Christian von Staudt
(1798–1867). Pieri was the first geometer to successfully establish projective geometry as an independent subject
(rigorous mathematical theory), freed from all ties to Euclidean geometry. The path to this achievement began with
Staudt, and involved the reformulation of the classical ideas of cross ratio and projectivity in terms of harmonic
sets, as well as a critical analysis of the proof of a fundamental theorem that connects these ideas. Included is a
brief overview of Pieri’s life and work.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Sommario
La ricerca di Mario Pieri (1860–1913) può essere classificata in tre zone principali: differenziale metrico e
la geometria algebrica ed analisi di vettore; fondamenti della geometria e dell’aritmetica logica e la filosofia di
scienza. Nel questo articolo, intendo rivelare alcune funzioni importanti dei suoi contributi ai fondamenti della
geometria proiettiva, considerevolmente quelli che sono derivato dal suo studio intenso sugli impianti di Georg Karl
Christian von Staudt (1798–1867). Pieri era il primo geometra per stabilire con successo la geometria proiettiva
come oggetto indipendente, liberato da tutti i legami alla geometria euclidea. Il percorso a questo successo ha
cominciato con Staudt ed ha coinvolto la nuova formulazione delle ideee classiche del rapporto e del projectivity
trasversali in termini di insiemi armonici, così come un’analisi critica della prova di un teorema fondamentale che
collega queste idee. Inclusa è una breve descrizione di vita e de lavoro del Pieri.
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1. Introduction
The research of Mario Pieri (1860–1913) can be classified into three main areas: (1) metric differential
and algebraic geometry and vector analysis; (2) foundations of geometry and arithmetic; (3) logic and the
philosophy of science. In writing this article, I intend to reveal some important aspects of his contributions
to the foundations of projective geometry, notably those that emanated from his intensive study of the
works of Georg Karl Christian von Staudt (1798–1867).
Pieri was the first geometer to successfully establish projective geometry as an independent subject,
freed from all ties to Euclidean geometry. The path to this achievement began with Staudt, whose famous
Geometrie der Lage [1847] was intended to rid projective geometry of metric concepts. In this endeavor,
the idea of a harmonic set played a pivotal role. Staudt appealed to it in reformulating two concepts of
classical projective geometry: the cross ratio, which until his time had been defined metrically; and the
projectivity, a transformation that had classically been defined in terms of sequences of correspondences
called perspectivities. A fundamental theorem on projectivities (which ensures that the transformation is
completely determined by assigning distinct collinear images to three distinct collinear points) intercedes
in both of these ideas. This theorem is important not only to reconcile Staudt’s reformulated definitions
of cross ratio and projectivity with their classical definitions, but also because it simplifies the proofs of
other projective theorems, enabling them to be constructed without appealing to concepts extraneous to
the theorems themselves (see, for example, [Coxeter, 1964, 34–35]). Staudt’s proof of the fundamental
theorem, however, was one of the reasons that he did not achieve his goal of a metric-free projective
geometry. Pieri would bring Staudt’s dream to fruition 50 years later with his axiomatization of projective
geometry [Pieri, 1897–1898].
Before I trace the evolution of ideas beginning with [von Staudt, 1847] and culminating in [Pieri,
1897–1898] and its modifications, I give a brief overview in Section 2 of Pieri’s life and work.1 In Sec-
tion 3, I discuss the classical concept of projection and section and relate this process to the construction
of projectivities as finite sequences of perspectivities. In Section 4, I set the context for Staudt’s attempts
to achieve a metric-free definition of projective geometry, by showing how he reformulated the classical
definition of cross ratio into a purely projective one. To do this, I introduce the quadrangle, a funda-
mental plane figure of projective geometry, and demonstrate how Staudt used it to construct harmonic
sets. In Section 5, I show the role of harmonic sets in Staudt’s definition of projectivity. The fundamental
theorem enters into the discussion in two ways: to ensure that Staudt’s cross ratio is well defined, and
to equate Staudt’s definition of projectivity in terms of harmonic sets with the classical one in terms of
1 In-depth studies of Pieri’s life and research are currently being written. The following three books will be published by
Birkhäuser, Boston: The Legacy of Mario Pieri: Geometry and Arithmetic [Marchisotto and Smith], The Legacy of Mario Pieri:
Logic and Geometry [Marchisotto et al.], and The Legacy of Mario Pieri: Differential and Algebraic Geometry [Marchisotto
and Smith].
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attempted to fill them. In Section 8, I illustrate how Pieri eliminated the dependence on continuity to
make Staudt’s arguments. An examination of Pieri’s [1897–1898] axiomatization in relation to certain
other developments of n-dimensional projective geometry is the content of Section 9.
2. Overview of Pieri’s life and work
Mario Pieri was born in Lucca, Italy, in the region of Tuscany. His father, Pellegrino, was a lawyer and
recognized scholar. His mother was named Erminia Luporini. Pieri had four sisters and three brothers,
one of whom, Silvio (1856–1936), was a noted professor of linguistics. Mario married late in life, at the
age of 41, after he had moved to Catania in Sicily. He and his wife, Anelina Jannelli Anastasio, had no
children.
After pursuing his early studies in Lucca at elementary and technical schools, Pieri attended the Regio
Istituto Tecnico di Bologna. This institute was established in 1862, one year after the foundation of the
Regno d’Italia (Kingdom of Italy). Today it is known as the Istituto di Istruzione superiore Crescenzi
Pacinotti. Pieri was enrolled in the Fisico-matematica section of the institute between 1876 and 1880,
which made him eligible to study mathematics, physics, and engineering2 in any Italian university.
Pieri studied mathematics at the University of Bologna beginning in 1880. His instructors included
Salvatore Pincherle (1853–1936), one of the founders of functional analysis. In 1881, Pieri was awarded
a scholarship to the leading mathematical center in Italy, the Scuola Reale Normale Superiore of Pisa. His
instructors included Enrico Betti (1823–1892), who is credited with introducing the ideas of Bernhard
Riemann (1826–1866) to Italy; Luigi Bianchi (1856–1928), who had been a student of Felix Klein (1849–
1925); and Riccardo de Paolis (1854–1892), who had been a student of Luigi Cremona (1830–1903).
Pieri earned his doctorate in mathematics from the University of Pisa “with commendation” on June 27,
1884. His dissertation on the singularities of Jacobians of second-, third-, and fourth-degree polynomials
was never published in any journal, but it was cited in an obituary [Levi, 1913, 1], written by Beppo
Levi (1875–1961), who had been a student of Segre at Turin and later colleague of Pieri at Parma. Pieri
wrote a second dissertation entitled Studi di Geometria Differenziali for the Scuola (dated September,
1884) which has, until now, never been reported in the literature.3 He also earned certification to teach in
secondary school.
Pieri taught briefly at a gymnasium (ginnasio) in Livorno and at a technical school in Pisa [Levi,
1913, 2; Rindi, 1919, 438]. During the same period (1885–1886), he gave a special course of lessons
on polyhedra at his alma mater, the Scuola [Rindi, 1919, 438–439]. In 1886, Pieri won a competition to
become professor of projective and descriptive geometry at the Regia Accademia Militare, which was
located across the Via Verdi from the University of Turin. This Royal Military Academy was founded in
the late 1600s by Carlo Emmanuelle II. It was the first institute of military instruction in the world. After
World War II it was closed in Turin and became absorbed into the military academy in Modena, which
exists today.
2 In Pieri’s time, in Italy, only those who studied at a liceo could study any subject they wanted at the university. Because Pieri
was enrolled at an istituto, he was limited to university study of the indicated subjects.
3 Both dissertations are available at the University of Pisa library. Marchisotto and Smith discuss them in The Legacy of Mario
Pieri: Differential and Algebraic Geometry [2008, in press].
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universities of Turin, Catania, and Parma. At Turin, he became involved with groups of mathematicians
in what are considered the two most prestigious geometric schools of the era, that of algebraic geometry
under Corrado Segre (1863–1924) and that of logic and foundations of mathematics under Giuseppe
Peano (1858–1932). Most of Pieri’s research advanced the objectives of these schools.4
In algebraic geometry, Pieri assumed the role of improver more than innovator. Nonetheless he
achieved many original results, the most important of which were in the field of enumerative geome-
try.5 Pieri produced 27 of the 30 papers he wrote in algebraic geometry while he was in Turin. Segre’s
school at the university there included not only many exemplary students such as Gino Fano (1871–1952)
and Francesco Severi (1879–1961), but also mathematicians such as Pieri who attended Segre’s lectures.
Segre’s impact on Italian geometry has been judged “noteworthy, both for the mass of ideas and
sources of further research and for the quantity and quality of his pupils and the mathematicians whom
he influenced” [Brigaglia and Cilberto, 1995, 18]. And Pieri has been called “remarkable” among the
mathematicians who were influenced by Segre [Boffi, 1986, 109]. Still, despite a thriving research pro-
gram in algebraic geometry, by the mid-1890s Pieri had begun to focus his studies on foundations. This
change in direction was due in no small part to the influence of Peano and his school at Turin, which
attracted many scholars interested in logic and the axiomatic foundations of mathematics, such as Gio-
vanni Vailati (1863–1909) and Cesare Burali-Forti (1861–1931). But the seed for change had been sown
in 1889, when Pieri, at the invitation of Segre [Pieri, 1997, letter 114, October 11, 1887], had edited and
translated into Italian [von Staudt, 1847].
Between 1895 and 1908, Pieri produced 15 papers in foundations—13 in projective geometry, 2 in
Euclidean geometry, and 1 in arithmetic. They each reflected his allegiance to Peano’s goals of founding
mathematical theory on the smallest number of primitive terms and using the axiomatic method and
symbolic logic to develop it abstractly. All his axiomatizations explicitly or implicitly used the logical
calculus6 developed by Peano. Those in projective geometry continually revisited ideas proposed by
Staudt.
It might appear that Pieri’s move to foundations represented a crossing of the bridge from the Segre
school to the Peano school. But Pieri did not really leave Segre behind. Pieri’s early work in projective
and algebraic geometry had led him to axiomatics, where he continued to advance an important endeavor
of the Segre school—investigations of higher-dimensional geometry.
Pieri died of cancer at the young age of 52. He left a legacy of results that are worth knowing, not only
for their historical value, but for their mathematical import as well. Yet, although his papers in algebraic
4 For discussions of Segre’s research see [Boi, 1990; Brigaglia and Cilberto, 1995; Giacardi, 2001; Gray, 1994], and for the
foundational contributions of the Peano school, see [Borga et al., 1985; Bottazzini, 2001].
5 The object of classical enumerative geometry was to find the number of geometric figures satisfying given geometric condi-
tions, in terms of invariants of the figures and the conditions (see [Kleiman, 1976b, 299]). For example, a typical enumerative
problem is to find how many lines in projective three-space intersect four given lines. Historically, the subject had flourished in
the work of Michel Chasles (1793–1880) and others. It underwent significant change when Hermann Cäsar Hannibal Schubert
(1848–1913) introduced a symbolic calculus in [1879] founded on the idea of representing a geometric condition by an alge-
braic symbol (see [Kleiman, 1976a, 450–451]). Pieri made productive use of the calculus to extend the results of Schubert and
others. Pieri’s research in enumerative geometry, as well as in algebraic intersection theory and vector analysis are the subject
of The Legacy of Mario Pieri: Differential and Algebraic Geometry [Marchisotto and Smith, 2008, in press].
6 For an English translation by Lloyd Kannenbert of Peano’s Calcolo Geometrico, which had been published in a small print
run in 1888, see [Peano, 2000].
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not know them.7 Algebraic geometers today still use the formulas Pieri developed, but have rarely seen
the papers in which they appeared. Pieri’s work in foundations is largely forgotten today, although in the
mid-20th century, it enjoyed recognition, largely due to H.S.M. Coxeter (1907–2003) and the influence
of Alfred Tarski (1902–1983) and his followers (see, for example, [Beth, 1959] and [Coxeter, 1949a,
1949b, 1964]). Pieri has been the subject of recent discussion by Italian mathematicians and historians
of mathematics (for example, [Bottazzini, 2001; Brigaglia and Cilberto, 1995; Giacardi, 2001]), but he
is largely ignored today by the English-speaking world.
My research has led me to believe that there is much to value with respect to Pieri, the mathemati-
cian. I have also come to appreciate Pieri, the gentle man. He was considerate and unassuming—much
beloved and respected by his colleagues. Peano categorized him as a man “totally dedicated to science
and scholarship; an untiring worker, honest, and of singular modesty” [1913, 35]. For example, when
professors in Italy argued for higher wages, Pieri proclaimed that the stipend was “high for their worth
and work.” This was not because he had the luxury of independent wealth. A letter to Oswald Veblen
(1880–1960) reveals that Pieri turned down an invitation to join the American Mathematical Society,
“with deep regret. . . as my household budget would not be able to support the related obligations without
difficulty” [Pieri, 1905].
I now take this opportunity to share some of Pieri’s contributions to projective geometry in their
historical context.8 With them, Pieri not only paid homage to Staudt, but also extended and improved his
results.
3. The classical definitions of projective geometry and its fundamental transformations
Projective geometry can be defined as the study of properties of figures that remain invariant under
the process of projection and section. Properties of incidence, which remain unchanged under stretching,
translation, or rotation of the plane, are fixed under this process and so are called projectively invariant.
Thus, for example, collinearity of points, concurrence of lines, and triangularity are projectively invariant,
while distance, angle magnitude, linear order, parallelism, and circularity are not. In this section I describe
the process of projection and section and show how it gave rise to the classical definition of a projectivity,
the fundamental transformation of projective geometry in the sense of Klein’s Erlanger Program [1872].
I begin with a description of projective planes and three-space.
Envision a projective plane as one that consists of all the ordinary points and lines of a Euclidean
plane, and in addition, a set of ideal points (points at infinity) that lie on one ideal line such that one ideal
point lies on every ordinary line. Two lines that are parallel in the Euclidean plane meet in one ideal point
(at both ends) in this extended plane. A consequence of this conception of a projective plane is that it
leads to the intuitive identification of the projective line topologically with the circle. This facilitates an
understanding of the idea of projective separation, which is the counterpart of Euclidean betweenness.
While, in a Euclidean plane, a point partitions a line into two segments, in a projective plane, two distinct
points are necessary to so partition a line.
7 Jeremy Gray made the following observation: “. . . it seems that in the early years of the 20th century, Italian ideas, such as
those of Pieri, met with a greater degree of acceptance than is commonly recognised today” [1998, 55].
8 The discussion is designed to give the reader some understanding of where Pieri’s results fit into the context of the history
of projective geometry and is in no way fully representative of those who contributed to the development of this field.
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include the points and lines of an ideal plane, one such ideal point lying on every ordinary line, and one
such ideal line lying on every ordinary plane. Any set of parallel lines in space have the same ideal point
in common and any set of parallel planes have the same ideal line in common.
In three-dimensional projective space, projection and section are described in the following way: From
a point O not on a figure9 F, draw lines to every point of F. The set of lines joining O to the points of F is
called the projection of F from O. If the set of lines from O is intersected by a plane ω, the set of points
in which ω intersects the lines through O is called the section of the lines through O by the plane ω.
Projection and section thereby induce a correspondence between every point of the figure F and a
definite line through O, and in general, a correspondence between every line through O and a definite
point on ω. If F is a plane figure that is projected from a point outside of its plane, the section of the
projection by a plane produces a new figure F′, and the correspondence between the elements of F and F′
is called a perspective correspondence. The two figures F and F′ are said to be in perspective. Any figure
in a given plane α can be projected from a point O onto a different plane β by forming the section by β
of the projection of the given figure from O. These two figures are perspective from O provided O is not
on either of the planes α or β .
If the process of projection and section is restricted to a single plane, the idea of a perspective corre-
spondence between the points of two coplanar lines can be developed: Let u and u′ be two lines in a plane
ω intersecting in a point P of ω, and let O be any point in ω not on u or u′. The lines joining O to points A,
B, C, . . . of u will, in general, meet u′ in points A′,B′,C′, . . . . The correspondence that fixes P and takes
A to A′, B to B′, C to C′, etc., is an example of what is called a perspectivity. The point O is called the
center of perspectivity. When such a correspondence exists between two lines u and u′, it is said that the
points of u (or u′) are projected into the points of u′ (or u) from the center O. By definition, projections
preserve projective invariants, and so too do perspectivities, which are cross sections of projections.
In classical projective geometry, perspectivities were defined for one-dimensional forms in the plane,
described as pencils of their components: (1) a pencil of points, which represents the set of all points on
a line, envisioned as the possible positions of a variable point that “traverses” the line, and (2) a pencil
of lines, which represents the set of all lines in a given plane that pass through a given point, envisioned
as the possible positions of a variable line that “rotates about” the given point. These definitions are
important for Section 5.
Fig. 1 depicts a perspectivity between two pencils of points. It maps points on the pencils u and u′
in such a way that corresponding points are collinear with a fixed point O not on either pencil. A per-
spectivity between two pencils of lines would map the lines on the pencils in such a way that the points
of intersection of pairs of corresponding lines are collinear. A correspondence between a pencil of lines
and a pencil of points would be a perspectivity if every line of the pencil of lines passed through the
corresponding point of the pencil of points.
9 A projective figure is any set of points, lines, or planes in projective space. A plane figure is any set of coplanar points and
lines. A point figure is any set of concurrent planes and lines. I note here the two- and three-dimensional principles of duality
that makes projective geometry so efficient. In the projective plane, every definition remains significant, and every theorem
remains valid if the words point and line (and collinear and concurrent, vertex and side, etc.) are interchanged. Analogously, in
projective space, points, lines, and planes can be respectively interchanged with planes, lines, and points. So a point figure is
the space dual of a plane figure.
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Any correspondence between the elements (points or lines) of two one-dimensional forms is called
a projectivity if it is the composition of a finite number of perspectivities.10 Projectivities therefore pre-
serve projective invariants. In Fig. 2 the projectivity from l to n is a composition of a perspectivity with
center P1 from l to m and a perspectivity with center P2 from m to n.
The projectivity lies at the very foundation of projective geometry. It can be proved that any three
points on a line may be projected into any three points on another line by a projectivity composed of two
perspectivities. Also, any three points of a line may be projected into any three points of the same line by
a projectivity that is the composition of no more than three perspectivities (see [Young, 1930, 44–45]).
As a consequence of these results (which I respectively call Theorems 1 and 2), any three collinear points
are projectively equivalent to any other three collinear points. This result is important for the discussion
of cross ratio in Section 4. It leads naturally to the question of whether it is possible to project four points
of a line into any four points of another line. The answer to this question is no, and the reason motivates
the introduction of harmonic sets next.
Fig. 2. Projectivity from l to n.
10 Projectivities can also be defined on conics. Their construction there is simpler than for projectivities on a line. This idea is
due to Giusto Bellavitis (1803–1880) [1835].
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In the 19th century, geometers of British, French, German, and Italian schools turned to projective
geometry to establish a setting for algebraic geometry. But projective ideas had originated in antiquity
with Euclid (circa 300 B.C.), Apollonius (circa 200 B.C.), Menelaus (circa 100 A.D.), Pappus (circa
300 A.D.), and others. These ideas remained virtually dormant until the 15th century, when interest
was renewed in response to the need for artistic representations of three-dimensional figures on two-
dimensional canvases. Still, it was not until the 17th century that a systematic exposition [1639] of
perspective and the elements that remain unchanged by it was produced by Girard Desargues (1591–
1661). He introduced the important concept of a “point at infinity” [1639, Preface; 1987b, 368; 1864,
104, 243], although it had been discussed earlier, albeit independent of the notion of perspective, by
Johannes Kepler (1571–1630) in [1604, 93]. Unfortunately Desargues’s work attracted little attention.
Blaise Pascal (1623–1662) was one of the few contemporaries who recognized the value of his research.
Projective geometry would only emerge as a modern science in the 1800s largely through the ef-
forts of Gaspard Monge (1746–1818) (see [Monge, 1799]) and his followers. Jean Vincent Poncelet
(1788–1867), a student of Monge at the École Polytechnique, gave the first systematic exposition of
its basic concepts and theorems [1822]. Poncelet’s synthetic approach11 was advanced by Jakob Steiner
(1796–1863), who summarized the projective theorems of Euclidean geometry with an emphasis on their
reliance on the relation of incidence [1832, 237], and Michel Chasles (1793–1880), who made important
contributions to the subject, including the development of the concepts of duality, imaginary elements,
and cross ratios in [1837, 1880]. In [1827, 6], August Ferdinand Möbius (1790–1868), a student of Carl
Friedrich Gauss (1777–1855), devised a method for representing projective points with coordinates. He
started with a fixed triangle and took, as the coordinates of any point P in the plane, the amount of mass
that would be placed at each of the three vertices of the triangle for P to be the center of gravity of the
three masses. The analytic approach would be championed by many, including Joseph Diaz Gergonne
(1771–1859), whose Annales de mathématiques would see the publication of many papers devoted to
projective geometry between 1810 and 1831. De Paolis [1880–1881] studied the foundations of the sub-
ject, but not axiomatically. Moritz Pasch (1843–1930) produced the first axiomatic treatment in [1882]
in an attempt to clarify its logical structure, albeit from an empiricist point of view. Peano [1889b] recast
Pasch’s axioms in symbolic notation with an axiomatization of projective geometry based on the relations
of incidence and order.12
These geometers and the many others13 who explored projective geometry, whether synthetically or
analytically, viewed the subject as an extension of Euclidean geometry. Poncelet presented his theorems
in the extended Euclidean space. De Paolis worked in a setting that assumed the Euclidean concept of
distance. Pasch’s development included Euclidean axioms of congruence. From the very beginning, the
11 Synthetic methods are characterized by the study of such properties by direct consideration of geometric figures. An analytic
approach instead translates properties of geometric figures into equations and uses calculations to derive new properties. In Italy,
the synthetic approach was advocated by the school of Cremona at the University of Bologna, and the analytic by the school of
Giuseppe Battaglini (1826–1894) at the University of Naples. For a discussion of these schools see [Boffi, 1986].
12 For a comparison of [Pasch, 1882] and [Peano, 1889b], see [Freguglia, 1885, 206–211].
13 See [Sommerville, 1911].
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roots of projective geometry had been found in ancient theorems concerning incidence that were proved
using Euclidean concepts (e.g., the theorem of Pappus14; see [Marchisotto, 2002]).
By the end of the 19th century it would become evident that some projective methods (including the
fundamental theorem) are more basic than classical Euclidean ones. This led to a desire to establish pro-
jective geometry as a science “prior to” rather than “derivative from” Euclidean geometry. One significant
stumbling block in this endeavor was the fact that the cross ratio (and with it a system for projective coor-
dinates generated by a construction based on it) was described in terms of lengths of Euclidean segments
and angles. Its definition in terms of Euclidean segments is the following: Given collinear points A, B,
C, D, the number (CA)(DB)/(CB)(DA), where (XY) = distance measured along the line segment from
X to Y, is called the cross ratio of C, D with respect to A, B. I denote this as r(A,B; C, D) for reasons
that will become clear.
The cross ratio in projective geometry is analogous to the concept of the length of a line segment in
metric geometry in the sense that it provides a means to express the projective properties of the figures. To
understand its significance in a setting that treats perspective points as projectively equivalent, consider
the following: Any two distinct points A and B determine the number (AB) that represents the length
of the line segment AB, but this number depends on the unit of measure. Any three distinct points,
A, B, and C, can be used to determine a number (AB)/(BC) that is independent of the unit of measure,
but introduces the following problem with respect to perspective sets of points (see Fig. 3). Consider a set
of three distinct collinear points A, B, C. Construct a line parallel to AC containing three distinct points
A′, B′, C′ that are respectively perspective to A, B, C from a point O. Construct a line that intersects AC
containing three distinct points A′ ′, B′ ′, C′ ′ that are respectively perspective to A, B, C from a point O.
Using similar triangles it can be proved that AB/BC = A′B′/B′C′ = A′ ′B′ ′/B′ ′C′ ′. So, although the
triples A, B, C, and A′, B′, C′ are projectively equivalent to A′ ′, B′ ′, C′ ′, their associated ratios are
different. The cross ratio of four collinear points does not suffer from this “defect.” Perspective points
always exhibit the same cross ratio, as I now demonstrate.
Let A, B, C, D be four collinear points, and O be a point not on AB (see Fig. 4). The triangles COA,
COB, DOB, and DOA all have the same altitude, and therefore twice the area of each triangle divided
14 Pappus’s theorem may be stated as follows: If A, B, C and A′, B′, C′ are two triples of points arbitrarily taken on two
coplanar lines, the intersections of the three crossjoins [P(A′B,AB′),Q(A′C,AC′), and R(B′C,BC′)] are collinear.
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by its base represents the same number. Since the area of any triangle can be calculated as one-half the
product of two sides times the sine of the included angle, the following relationships hold:
(CA)(DB)
(CB)(DA)
= [(CO)(AO) sin COA][(DO)(BO) sin DOB][(CO)(BO) sin COB][(DO)(AO) sin DOA] =
(sin COA)(sin DOB)
(sin COB)(sin DOA)
. (1)
The cross ratio r(A, B; C, D) is the leftmost member of Eq. (1). Now, consider the four points A′, B′,
C′, D′ that are perspective to A, B, C, D under the perspectivity with center O. Equation (1) verifies that
r(A′, B′; C′, D′) = r(A, B; C, D) since the rightmost member of (1) is unchanged if A′, B′, C′, D′ are
substituted respectively for A, B, C, D.
Since the cross ratio of four collinear points is invariant under perspectivity, and so under projectivities
defined as products of perspectivities, it provided geometers with a means for determining when two
sets of four collinear points are projectively equivalent: A, B, C, D and A′, B′, C′, D′ are projectively
equivalent if and only if r(A, B; C, D) = r(A′, B′; C′, D′).15 I call this Theorem 3m, using the letter m
to indicate that its proof relies on a metric definition of cross ratio (see [Seidenberg, 1963, 22–24]). It can
be proved (Theorem 4m) that given any three distinct collinear points A, B, C, for any number x such that
x = 0,1, (CA)/(CB), there is one and only one point X such that r(A, B; C, X) = x (see [Seidenberg,
1963, 24–25]). Algebraic computation reveals that r(A, B; C, D) remains unchanged when any two
pairs of the points are interchanged, so that r(A, B; C, D) = r(B, A; D, C) = r(C, D; A, B) =
r(D, C; B, A). Also, if r(A, B; C, D) = x, interchanging either the first or second pair of points
changes the cross ratio to its reciprocal 1/x, and interchanging either the second and third points, or the
15 A special case illustrating the general theorem that the cross ratio of four points is invariant under projection was proved
near the end of the 4th century A.D. by Pappus in Lemma 3 (Proposition 129) of book VII of his Mathematical Collection (see
[Kline, 1972, 127]). Cross ratios can also be defined for four concurrent lines. Let a, b, c, d represent respectively the four lines
AO, BO, CO, DO of Fig. 4. The cross ratio r(a, b; c, d) of these lines is defined by the rightmost member of Eq. (1):
r(a, b; c, d) = (sin COA)(sin DOB)
(sin COB)(sin DOA)
.
The cross ratio of any four lines perspective to a, b, c, d = r(a, b; c, d) since the leftmost member of Eq. (1) is unchanged if
some other point is taken instead of O.
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first and fourth points, changes the cross ratio to 1 − x. I call these collective results Theorem 5m, from
which it follows that the 24 possible permutations of four collinear points can be grouped into six sets,
r(A, B; C, D), r(A, C; B, D); r(B, A; C, D), r(B, C; A, D), r(C, A; B, D), r(C, B; A, D), corresponding to
six possible values. If r(A, B; C, D) = x, then the six values are respectively x, 1 − x, 1/x, (x − 1)/x,
1/(1 − x), and x/(x − 1). Under certain conditions these values may not all be distinct.
Thus, the cross ratio is a property of four collinear points (or concurrent lines) that is projectively
invariant despite the fact that the distance and angle measure which were used to describe it are not in
themselves fixed under projection. Many of the classical theorems of projective geometry, including the
fundamental theorem, were based on the invariance of the cross ratio, so any attempt to establish the
subject independent of Euclidean notions required a new definition of the concept.
The first person to attempt to replace the metric definition of cross ratio with a purely projective one
was Staudt, who like Möbius was a student of Gauss. In what he hoped would be the first rigorous treat-
ment of projective geometry free from metrical relations [1847], Staudt proceeded from an intuitively
conceived space containing points, lines, and planes, but with no concept of distance. To discuss Staudt’s
redefinition of cross ratio, I must introduce a fundamental figure of projective geometry called the com-
plete quadrangle,16 which is a planar configuration of seven points and six lines obtained by taking four
points, no three of which are collinear, that are its vertices, and drawing all six lines, that are its sides,
connecting them. Opposite sides of the quadrangle are those sides that do not meet in a vertex. The three
intersections of opposite sides of the quadrangle are called its diagonal points. For the complete quad-
rangle in Fig. 5 denoted by its vertices as PQRS, the three pairs of opposite sides that do not meet in a
vertex are PR and QS, PQ and RS, and PS and QR, whose respective intersections determine the three
diagonal points.
It can be proved (Theorem 6) that any complete quadrangle of a plane can be projected into any
complete quadrangle of the same or different plane by a projectivity, and therefore any two such figures
are projectively equivalent (see [Veblen and Young, 1910, 74]). Staudt used complete quadrangles to
construct special projectively equivalent sets of four collinear points: Four points A, B, C, D on a line are
said to form a harmonic set if there exists a complete quadrangle two of whose diagonal points are A and
B and the sides that pass through the third diagonal point pass through C and D, respectively. I denote
such a set as h(A, B; C, D) (see Fig. 6).
16 A simple quadrangle PQRS consists of the four vertices P, Q, R, S and four lines PQ, QR, RS, SP. A simple quadrangle
whose diagonal points are both at infinity is a parallelogram.
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Fig. 6. (a) Harmonic set h(A, B; C, D); B is the harmonic conjugate of A with respect to C and D. (b) C is the midpoint of A
and B.
Harmonic sets enter into Staudt’s redefinition of the cross ratio, are at the foundation of his definition
of projectivity (see Section 5), and play a pivotal role in Pieri’s development of the notion of segment
independent of order (see Section 7). The following method for constructing harmonic sets on three given
collinear points (see [Coxeter, 1949b, 18]) was first given by Philippe de La Hire (1640–1718), a student
of Desargues: Given three collinear points A, B, D, draw any triangle PQR whose sides QR, RP, and
PQ pass through A, B, and D, respectively. This determines a quadrangle PQRS, where S = AP ∩ BQ.
The point C = RS ∩ AB is the harmonic conjugate of D with respect to A and B. Given A, B, and D an
indefinite number of such quadrangles can be found.
The pairs of points that constitute a harmonic set always separate each other. Points A and B are said
to be separated harmonically by C and D and the four points are said to be in the projective order A–C–
B–D. In the extended Euclidean plane, if D is a point at infinity, C would be the midpoint of A and B. To
see this, choose the point R so that the triangle ARB is isosceles. Since D is an ideal point, the line QP is
parallel to AB. Therefore triangles QAB and PBA are congruent and the triangle ASB is also isosceles.
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the midpoint of A and B.
It can be proved (Theorem 7) that given any three collinear points, the harmonic conjugate of one with
respect to the other two is unique (see [Seidenberg, 1963, 17–18]). It follows from this (by Theorems 1,
2, and 6) that under a projectivity, any harmonic set of points is mapped into a harmonic set. I call this
Theorem 8. The projective invariance of harmonic sets is precisely the reason that not every set of four
collinear points can be mapped by a projectivity into a given set of four collinear points.
On the basis of their construction, harmonic sets exhibit the usual symmetries: h(A, B; C, D) = h(B;
A, D, C) = h(C, D; A, B) = h(D, C; B, A). By appealing to their projective invariance it can be proved
(Theorem 9) that they also enjoy these relationships: h(A, B; C, D) = h(B, A; C, D) = h(C, D; B, A) =
h(A, B; D, C) = h(D, C; A, B) (see [Veblen and Young, 1910, 82]).
Harmonic sets constructed by means of quadrangles were the instruments Staudt used to reformulate
the definition of cross ratio in projective terms. They enabled him to associate a number to four collinear
points in such a way that this number was the same for any four collinear points perspective to the given
ones, and to do so without making any appeal to the concept of distance or angle measure. He was able
to use only joins of points and intersections of lines after three fundamental points were chosen to devise
a numerical scale that represented a series of points on a line. The number that an arbitrary point of the
line forms with the fundamental points is taken as the coordinate of that point.17
Staudt’s numerical scale utilized the properties of the following construction owed to Möbius [1827,
237ff.]: Three distinct collinear points A, B, and C determine a fourth point P0 on the line that is uniquely
determined (by Theorem 7) as the harmonic conjugate of A with respect to B and C. Continue this process
to produce a sequence of collinear points A, B, C, P0, P1, P2, . . . ,Pn−1,Pn, such that any subsequent
point Pi is the harmonic conjugate of one of the preceding points of the sequence with respect to two
other preceding points of the sequence. Such a sequence is called the harmonic net or net of rationality
determined by A, B, and C. It can be defined by any three distinct points of a line l as the set of all points
on l that are harmonically related to the three given points. To redefine the cross ratio in projective terms,
Staudt would define the harmonic relation in terms of the quadrangle construction and then make use of
the properties of the harmonic net.
Staudt proceeded in a setting that admits parallel lines18 in the following way: Arbitrarily choose three
fundamental points on a line l and name them 0,1,∞. Through points 0 and 1, draw arbitrary lines n
and m intersecting in a point M of l. Through M draw a line s parallel to l and through l. Construct line
o parallel to n, which intersects line s at a point T. Then the line p parallel to m through T intersects l
in a point N. By the equality of opposite sides of a parallelogram, repeated applications of this process
generates the usual metric scale of rational points on a line. See Fig. 7a.
To achieve the projective construction, extend the Euclidean plane to include the ideal line and its
points. Then s and l, m and p, and o and n intersect in projective points. Note that 0,1,2,∞ form a
harmonic set since the complete quadrangle MTXY has opposite sides MY and TX, MT and XY, and
17 Staudt introduced the construction based on three fundamental points in [1847, 43ff.]. He would use it in [1856–1860, 261ff.]
to assign homogeneous coordinates to space.
18 The use of parallel lines is not problematic because according to the principle of continuity [Poncelet, 1822, xiii] the prop-
erties of a figure that contains two intersecting lines are valid if the lines become parallel. For a discussion of this principle and
its use in the 19th century, see [Nagel, 1939, 153–164].
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Fig. 7. Staudt’s numerical scales of throws (a) in the Euclidean plane and (b) in the projective plane.
MX and TY, so that two of its diagonal points are MY ∩ TX = 1 and MT ∩ XY = ∞, and the sides on
the third diagonal point (MX ∩ TY) pass through 0 and 2. See Fig. 7b.
A numerical scale that represents a series of points on a line l is thus obtained, after three fundamental
points are chosen, from the vertices of a quadrangle by repeatedly taking the joins and intersections of
points and lines. Once it is proved that Staudt’s construction always leads to the same scale no matter
which lines are drawn through 0, 1, and ∞, projective coordinates can be determined.
Staudt named the configuration of four points 0, 1, N, ∞ a throw. His construction ensured that the
correspondence obtained by interchanging any two of the four collinear points, and also the remaining
two, is a projectivity. He called two throws equal if their elements were projectively equivalent. Since any
three distinct points A, B, C can be projected into the fixed triple ∞,0,1 (by Theorems 1, 2), the throw
of any four collinear points A, B, C, D, can be constructed. Let the value of the throw denoted by t(A,
B; C, D) represent the point into which D is transformed by a projectivity that transforms A, B, and C
respectively into ∞,0,1. So the values of t(A, B; C, A), t(A, B; C, B), and t(A, B; C, C) are ∞,0, and 1,
respectively. It can be proved (Theorem 10) that the projectivity that maps collinear points A, B, C, D
respectively to B, A, D, C holds for any four distinct collinear points (see [Veblen and Young, 1910, 60]).
Then, since the set of all throws that are projective to a given throw determine the same value, the values
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where analogous results are obtained for the metric definition of cross ratio).
Staudt intended that every throw have one and only one value, but that each value determine a whole set
of throws. In general, four given points that are not harmonically related will have six different values.
Using Theorem 9, it can be shown that harmonic sets give rise to only three different values. Staudt
defined the value of a throw as −1 if the points ∞,0,1,N , form the harmonic set h(∞, 0; 1, N). So if
t (A, B; C, D) = −1, then t (A, B; D, C) = t (B, A; C, D) = t (C, D; A, B) = −1. That the other
two values are 1/2, and 2 recalls the above interpretation of the harmonic relation in the context of the
Euclidean plane extended by the point at infinity, since h(∞, 1/2; 1, 0) and h(∞, 1; 0, 2).
Staudt’s ingenious construction was proposed to replace the metric definition of cross ratio of points
on a line l with a throw that corresponds to an arbitrary projective point N on l. But he needed to prove
that given three collinear points, its throw is completely determined by its value. For this he used the
fundamental theorem, which ensures there is a unique projectivity that assigns three distinct collinear
images to three distinct collinear points. Staudt would state the fundamental theorem in terms of his new
definition for a projectivity that I now discuss.
5. Staudt projectivities and the fundamental theorem
The classical description of a projectivity (in terms of compositions of a finite number of correspon-
dences that are cross sections of projections) required different definitions for each one-dimensional
form (recall Section 3). Staudt developed the following definition, which could be applied to all one-
dimensional forms: Bijective correspondences that preserve harmonic sets, in the sense that they preserve
the harmonic relation among all quadruples. He did not explicitly say bijective, but that is what he meant.
Pieri would eventually show that in an axiomatic development of projective geometry, certain assump-
tions of Staudt’s definition are superfluous (see Section 8).
Both the classical and Staudt projectivity can be defined by means of a subset of the set of collineations
(one-to-one mappings of the projective plane that take collinear points to collinear points and concurrent
lines to concurrent lines)—the set of central collineations (i.e., collineations with a single pointwise fixed
line and a single linewise fixed point, and no other fixed points or lines). A classical projectivity is a
composition of central collineations. A Staudt projectivity τ is a classical projectivity if and only if there
exists some line l such that τ restricted to l is a composite of central collineations. For the mathematical
details, see [Pedoe, 1963, Chapter 3].
In the real projective plane classical projectivities are equivalent to Staudt projectivities. In an ordered
projective plane, an assumption of separation on the line induces a relation on the ring of scalars, and
certain separation axioms provide order. Dedekind continuity rules out nontrivial automorphisms of the
ring. If the division ring of scalars is a field, then the set of projectivities (classical or Staudt) on a
line corresponds to the group of fractional linear transformations of the line, given by the form x ′ =
(ax + b)/(cx + d), where a, b, c, d are elements of the field and ad − bc = 0. But in general, Staudt’s
definition of projectivity cannot be simply substituted for the classical one. On the line, projectivities that
are finite sequences of perspectivities form a subset of Staudt projectivities, and the relationship is one of
strict inclusion: Classical projectivities are a subset of the plane collineations restricted to the line, which
themselves form a subset of Staudt projectivities.
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orem. As a result of Theorems 1 and 2, given two sets of three distinct collinear points, there exists at
least one projectivity that maps one to the other. The fundamental theorem says that there is precisely
one. A classical proof of this theorem is the following: Assume there are two projectivities T and U that
map A, B, C respectively to A′, B′, C′. Let X = A, B, C, such that X ∈ AB and use Theorem 3m to show
the images of X under T and U are equal. This proof relies on a metric definition of cross ratio and the
classic definition of projectivity. Since Staudt reformulated both these definitions, he needed a different
proof.
Working synthetically in a projective plane that satisfies Desargues’s triangle theorem, Staudt sought
to prove that a Staudt projectivity is uniquely determined when three points of a one-dimensional
fundamental form and the corresponding three points of another fundamental form are given [1847,
Proposition 110, 45].i He first proved the theorem for two pencils of points, and then extended his argu-
ment to include other one-dimensional forms. I now trace Staudt’s path to the proof, focusing only on the
definitions and theorems that relate to pencils of points, which Staudt used in his main argument for the
fundamental theorem.
Staudt gave definitions of Staudt projectivities and perspectivities and then established properties of
figures that are related by these correspondences, before proving the fundamental theorem. He defined
projectively related pencils as those that correspond under a Staudt projectivity (Proposition 103).ii He
then gave the usual definition that projectively related pencils of points are in perspective if both are
sections of the same pencil of lines (Proposition 104).iii With Proposition 106, Staudt attempted to prove
that a Staudt projectivity having more than two fixed points is the identity.iv The flaw in his proof of
this theorem (see Section 6) would compromise Staudt’s reformulation of the classical definition of pro-
jectivity as well as his proof of the fundamental theorem. Staudt used Proposition 106 to prove that if
a pencil of points has three fixed elements under a projectivity which maps it to a section of a pencil
of lines, then the pencil of points is a section of the pencil of lines (Proposition 107).v Appealing then
to Proposition 107, he proved that if a Staudt projectivity between two pencils of lines has an invariant
i In Pieri’s translation this reads: “Volendo riferire projettivamente fra loro due forme fondamentali di prima specie, si possono
prendere arbitrariamente nell’una I tre elementi, che debbono corrispondere a tre elementi dell’altra; ma per mezzo di essi ad
ogni elemento dell’una forma risulta allora coordinato un elemento dell’altra.”
ii In Pieri’s translation this reads: “Due forme fondamentali simplici si dicono projettive fra loro. . . quando sono riferite fra
loro [59] un modo tale, che da ogni forma armonica nell’una corrisponde una forma armonica nell’altra” [von Staudt, 1847,
Proposition 103, 42]. The [59] refers to Staudt’s explanation of “riferite fra loro,” a one-to-one correspondence: “Due forme
fondamentali si dicono riferite fra loro, se ad ogni elemento di ciascuna è coordinato un elemento dell’altra; due tali elementi
si dicono corrispondenti fra loro. Allorchè dunque di quante si vogliano forme la second è riferita alla prima, e ciascuna delle
ulteriori ad una delle precedenti, saranno tutte riferite fra loro” [von Staudt, 1847, 22].
iii In Pieri’s translation this reads: “Due forme semplici projettive possono inoltre aver posizione prospettiva. Si chiamano
prospettive fra loro, vale a dire projettive ed aventi in pari tempo posizione prospettiva. . . due punteggiate, se sono entrambi
sezioni di un medesimo fascio di raggi” [von Staudt, 1847, Proposition 104, 43].
iv In Pieri’s translation this reads: “Se due forme di prima specie projettive hanno tre elementi uniti, tutti I loro elementi saranno
uniti” [von Staudt, 1847, Proposition 106, 43].
v In Pieri’s translation this reads “Se una punteggiata ed un fascio o un fascio di raggi e un fascio di piani sono projettivi
fra loro, e tre elementi dell’una forma giacciono negli elementi ad essi rispettivamente corrispondenti dell’altra (epperò l’una
forma ha tre elementi uniti con una sezione dell’altra), allora quella forma (106) sarà una sezione di questa” [von Staudt, 1847,
Proposition 107, 44].
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if two distinct pencils of points are related by a Staudt projectivity in such a way any three lines which
each join their corresponding points, are concurrent in a point, then these pencils are in perspective. And
further if two intersecting pencils of points are projectively related without being in perspective, then no
three lines which each join their corresponding points can be concurrent.vii
Staudt used these results to prove the fundamental theorem in four steps (I–IV): In Step I, he set up
a Staudt projectivity between pencils of points conforming to the conditions of Proposition 108; i.e., the
pencils intersect in a point A that is fixed by the projectivity and so the pencils are in perspective. In
Steps II and III, he used Step I and Proposition 109 to show that two projectively related pencils of points
(superimposed or not) can be made to correspond in such a way that any three points of one are mapped
to any three points of the other by means of a composition of perspectivities. In Step IV, Staudt extended
the cases to other one-dimensional fundamental forms.viii
Staudt could then justify equating his definition of projectivity with the classical one in the following
way: Assume W is a Staudt projectivity. Choose three collinear points A, B, C in the domain of W .
There exists a composition of perspectivities S that agrees with W at every point. Since compositions
of perspectivities preserve harmonic sets, W−1S is a Staudt projectivity. By Proposition 106, it is the
identity. Hence W is a composition of perspectivities.
Staudt could also ensure that given three collinear points, its throw is completely determined by its
value. Recall that given A, B, C, the value t(A, B; C, D) represents the point N into which D is trans-
formed by a projectivity that transforms A, B, and C respectively into ∞,0,1. By the fundamental
vi In Pieri’s translation this reads: “Si il comun punto A di due punteggiate projettive u, u1, giacenti in uno stesso, ma non
sovrapposte, è unito, esse saranno sezioni di uno stesso fascio di raggi” [von Staudt, 1847, Proposition 108, 44–45].
vii In Pieri’s translation, this reads: “Se due punteggiate projettiva giacciono in un medesimo piano senza esser sovrapposte,
e tre qualunque delle rette, ognuna delle quali congiunge due punti corrispondenti, si tagliano in uno stesso punto, ambedue
le punteggiate saranno sezioni di un medesimo fascio di raggi. Se pertanto due punteggiate che si tagliano sono projettive
senz’esser prospettive, mai tre delle rette, ciascuna delle quali unisce due punti corrispondenti, non si taglieranno in un punto”
[von Staudt, 1847, Proposition 109, 45].
viii In Pieri’s translation, this reads: “Volendo riferire projettivamente fra loro due forme fondamentali di prima specie, si
possono prendere arbitrariamente nell’una I tre elementi, che debbono corrispondere a tre elementi dell’altra; ma per mezzo
di essi ad ogni elemento dell’una forma risulta allora coordinato un elemento dell’altra. I. Se due punteggiate u, u1 che si
tagliano devono esser riferite projettivamente fra loro in modo talk, che il loro punto d’intersezione A sia unito, ed ai punti B, C,
dell’una corrispondano I punti B1, C1, dell’altra; allora (108) l’una dovrà esser necessariamente una projezione dell’altra dal
punto ove si tagliano le rette BB1, CC1. II. Se due punteggiate u, u1, non sovrapposte, devono esser riferite projettivamente
fra loro in guisa tale, che ai punti A, B, C della prima corrispondano I punti A2, B2, C2 all’altra; a tal uopo, da un punto
S posto fuori di ambedue le forme, ma giacente in una stessa retta condue punti A1, A2, che si debbono corrispondere, si
projetti la forma u2 sopra una retta u1, che tagli la retta u nel punto A et la retta u2 in un punto qualunque diverso da A2. Ora,
poichè le punteggiate u1, u2 sono riferite projettivamente fra loro, la quistione è ricondotta al caso precedente, cioè a riferire
projettivamente fra loro le punteggiate u, u1 per modo, che ai punti A, B, C della prima corrispondano i punti A, B1, C1 della
seconda, ossia le projezioni dei punti A2, B2, C2. Se avverrà che le rette AA2, BB2, CC2 passino per un medesimo punto M,
allora u (109) sarà necessariamente una projezione di u2 dal punto M. III. Se due punteggiate u, u3, sovrapposte devono esser
riferite projettivamente fra loro in guisa tale, che ai punti A, B, C, della prima corrispondano i punti A3, B3, C3 della secondo,
si puo, per ricondurre questo caso al II, projettare la forma u3 sopra un’altra retta qualunque u2. Se poi fosse A identico con A3,
si potrebbe subito ridurre questo caso al I, conducendo la retta di projezione per il punto A. IV. I casi, in cui debbansi riferire
projettivamente fra loro una punteggiata ed un fascio ovvero due fasci in guisa tale, che a tre determinati elementi dell’una forma
corrispondano tre determinati elementi dell’altra, sono suscettibili d’esser ricondotti ai già considerati; dacchè ogni fascio puo
esser sostituto dalla sua sezione con una retta” [von Staudt, 1847, Proposition 110, 45].
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Staudt’s construction only provided for rational values on his numerical scale. Therefore his proofs of
certain projective theorems were only valid for elements that made rational cross ratios with three given
points (including Proposition 106, as I next demonstrate).
6. Addressing the gaps in Staudt’s reasoning
Staudt proved that any projectivity that fixes three points is the identity (Proposition 106) in the fol-
lowing way:
It is sufficient to consider a projectivity between the set of points on the same line l and itself that leaves
three points fixed. If two distinct points A and B are fixed, as well as every point on one of the segments AB
they determine, then every point that is harmonically separated by A and B from a point P in this segment
AB would also be fixed, namely every point P on the complementary segment. Thus every point on l would
be fixed. If the projectivity admits no such segment of fixed points, then select two fixed points A and B,
such that one of the segments AB they determine should contain no fixed point. Then A and B would be
consecutive fixed points. By the hypothesis there are three fixed points on the line. So the complementary
segment BA would contain a fixed element P while segment AB would not contain any fixed element. This
is a contradiction since the harmonic conjugate of P with respect to A and B lies in segment AB, and is
fixed under the projectivity. Thus there cannot be three invariant points unless every point is invariant.ix
At issue are Staudt’s assumptions that segment BA is composed of harmonic conjugates of points of
the line AB with respect to A and B, and that two “consecutive” fixed points A and B exist. The smallest
set of points on a line that contains, for every three of its points, the harmonic conjugate of each with
respect to the other two is the harmonic net (recall Section 4). With his first assumption, Staudt took for
granted that interior to a line segment determined by two points of the net, there are points of the net.
By assuming the existence of two consecutive fixed points, he did not consider the possibility that there
could be a fixed point in every interval (i.e., segment plus its endpoints), just as, for example, there is a
point with a rational angle in every arc of the unit circle.
Klein was the first to draw attention to the problem with Staudt’s demonstration. In a series of articles
published in the early 1870s in the Mathematische Annalen, he attempted to address hidden assumptions
of continuity in Staudt’s reasoning. But he was unable to separate his own nonprojective notion of motion
as a distance-preserving transformation from Staudt’s idea of motion as the projective order of points on
a continuous line. According to Freudenthal [1962, 614], Klein did not understand “the true nature of
ix In his translation, Pieri represents Staudt’s argument as follows: “È qui sufficiente di considerare due punteggiate projettive
[sovrapposte cioè] giacenti in una medesima retta. Se i punti A, B, delle due forme e tutti i punti del segmento AB sono uniti,
sara pure (103) unito forme ogni punto di esse, che sia separato armonicamente da un punto di quel segmento per mezzo dei
punti A, B, ossia ogni punto del segmento BA. Ma se le forme non ammettessero alcuna successione continua di elementi
uniti, pure avendone più di due staccati allora, essendo A, B due elementi uniti consecutivi, l’uno dei due segmenti AB, BA
non conterrebbe alcun elemento P corrispondente a se stesso, laddove l’altro ne conterrebbe almeno uno: ciò che implica
una contradizione, essendovi nel segmento AB un punto Q separato armonicamente dal punto P per mezzo dei punti A, B.
Quindi due forme semplici projettive possono avere al più due elementi uniti, posto che ogni elemento dell’una non debba
coincidere con l’elemento omologo dell’altra” [von Staudt, 1847, 43]. The 103 referred to in the proof is the definition of a
Staudt projectivity.
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continuity of lines not only prevented him from correcting Staudt’s proof, but also contributed to the
general confusion surrounding the problem.19
Klein [1873] first believed that Staudt’s arguments could be justified if (1) the line was assumed con-
tinuous in the sense of Dedekind; (2) the definition of harmonic net was changed to include limit points;
and (3) the definition of projectivities is changed to require monotonicity (he called such projectivities
“continuous”). Later he learned from Hieronymus Georg Zeuthen (1839–1920) and Jakob Lüroth (1844–
1910), who each had written independently to him, that his second requirement is unnecessary given the
first, because an assumption of Dedekind continuity ensures that the harmonic net intersects every seg-
ment. Klein published this result, which has become known the Lüroth–Zeuthen theorem, and Zeuthen’s
proof of it in [Klein, 1874, 531]. Later, in [1880], Klein published a note introducing a paper by Gaston
Darboux (1842–1917), which showed that Klein’s first assumption also renders his third requirement
unnecessary [Darboux, 1880, 54–58].
The combined efforts of Darboux, Lüroth, and Zeuthen filled in the gaps in Staudt’s reasoning. They
treated the notion of order explicitly and added a axiom of continuity. Still, it remained an open question
whether Proposition 106 and with it the fundamental theorem, which do not mention order or continuity,
could be proved without those provisions. This question leads us to Pieri.
7. Pieri on Staudt
In this section I trace the evolution of Pieri’s ideas on Proposition 106 (which he called “the funda-
mental theorem of Staudt”) beginning with his annotations on Staudt’s [1847] proof, and culminating in
his construction of a purely projective proof in [1895–1896b] that he reprised in [Pieri, 1897–1898]. The
notion of segment, which Pieri assumed as primitive in [1895–1896b], but then defined in [1897–1898],
with no appeal to order or continuity, plays a pivotal role in Pieri’s projective proof.
When Pieri translated [von Staudt, 1847], he noted the necessity of providing more complete justi-
fication for Proposition 106 “to remove a just objection raised by Klein” (“per rimuovere una giusta
objezione sollevata dal Klein”) [von Staudt, 1847, xxiv–xxv]. Pieri realized that what was needed to
make projectivities behave in a continuous way was just that they be compatible with the properties of
separation.
Pieri gave credit to Klein, Darboux, and Theodor Reye20 (1838–1919) for the modifications he pro-
posed. Building on their results, Pieri assumed Dedekind continuity, thereby ensuring that the line is
dense (i.e., contains a point between every two points) and closed (i.e., contains the limit of every bounded
monotonic sequence of points), and that every segment of the line contains a point of a given harmonic
net. Pieri proved that continuity of the line is sufficient to ensure that the relation of separation is pre-
19 Because of Klein’s prestige, his terminology was accepted for years to come. For accounts of the many attempts to address
the gaps in Staudt’s reasoning, see (Contro, 1976; Plaumann and Strambach, 1981).
20 Pieri cited “the third edition” of Reye’s “Geometria di posizione.” Reye had published Die Geometrie der Lage in two
volumes [1866–1892]. There was a second edition in 1877, and a third edition of volume 1 in 1886. An Italian translation of
the second edition was published by Aureliano Faifofer, Venice, in 1884. Darboux’s work (which Pieri did not cite) was an
improvement on Reye’s second edition.
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two points sufficiently close (closeness being measured using the real coordinates of the points).
Pieri first showed how two distinct points on a line can describe two opposite directions:
Let A, C, F, and G be four points of a plane  such that C, but not A, belongs to line FG. Rotating a line
l of  passing through C around C in a determined direction, the points E and H, in which l intersects
respectively the lines AF and AG, are moved on AF and AG in determined directions, and hence the points
B and D, projections of E and H respectively by the centers G and F on the line AC are moved on AC
in a determined direction. When the moving line l coincides with CA, the points E, H, B and D coincide
with A; when instead l coincides with CF, E and H respectively move to F and G, and both B and D coincide
with C. For every other position of l, the quadrangle EFGH proves that the form ABCD is harmonic, and
hence that the points B and D are separated by the points A and C. hence the points B and D describe the
line AC in two opposite directions.x
I illustrate the case where l = CE = CA, CF in Fig. 8. It is important to note, however, that Pieri, like
Staudt, used no diagrams. Notice, when l rotates so that it coincides with CA, that E and H move to A,
and so the projection of E from G on AC (i.e., B) becomes the projection of A from G onto AC, which
Fig. 8. l = CE.
x Pieri wrote: “Siano A, C, F, G, quattro punti di un piano, tali che C, e non A, stia sulla retta FG. Facendo ruotare una retta di
quel piano passante per C intorno a questo punto in un verso determinato, i punti E ed H, in cui essa taglia rispettivamente le rette
AF ed AG, si muoveranno su queste due rette in versi determinati, e quindi i punti B, D projezioni dei medesimi rispettivamente
dai centri G, F sulla retta AC si muoveranno su questa retta in versi determinati. Allorchè la retta mobile coincide con CA,
i punti E ed H cadono entrambi in A, e lo stesso avviene dei punti B e D; quando invece la stessa retta coincide con CF, E
ed H vanno rispettivamente in F, G, e B, D cadono entrambi in C. Per ogni altra posizione della retta mobile il quandrangolo
EFGH prova che la forma ABCD è armonica e qunidi che I punti B, D son separate (93) dai punti A, C. Dunque i punti B, D
descrivono la retta AC in due versi opposti” [von Staudt, 1847, 41]. The 93 to which Pieri referred is the construction of the
fourth harmonic point D on a line, given three points A, B, C of the line, by means of a quadrangle, and the explanation, by
means of projection and section, of why, given that ABCD is a harmonic set, A and C are separated by B and D.
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which is A. When l is rotated to CF, E moves to F, and so the projection of E from G on AC (i.e., B)
becomes the projection of F from G on AC, which is C. In this case, also, H moves to G, and so the
projection of H from F onto AC (i.e., D) becomes the projection of G from F on AC, which again is C.
Pieri next observed that the definition of a projectivity by invariance of harmonicity (Proposition 103)
implies that if a pair of points is harmonically separated by two other pairs of points, these two pairs are
not separated. He then proved the converse contrapositive, improving on an argument given by Darboux
[1880, 58–59], with an explanation that essentially says: Assume two pairs of points on a line {B, D}
and {B′, D′} are not separated. Choose M on the “minor” segment BD that does not contain B′ and D′.
Let M1 be the harmonic conjugate of M with respect to B and D that lies on the “major” segment BD
which contains B′ and D′. Let M2 be the harmonic conjugate of M with respect to B′ and C′ that lies on
the segment B′D′ not containing B and D. If M traverses the “minor” segment BD from B to D, M1 will
traverse the “major” segment BD in the opposite sense, while M2 will traverse segment B′D′, that is, only
a part of the major segment BD. Therefore, at some point in the segment B′D′ which does not contain B
and D, the two points M1 and M2 will coincide. So for some point A in the segment BD which does not
contain B′ and D′, there is a corresponding point C in the segment B′D′ which does not contain B and D,
such that A and C are harmonic conjugates relative to both B and D, and B′ and D′.xi I illustrate Pieri’s
argument in Fig. 9.
Pieri followed Reye’s adaptation [1866–1892, third edition of vol. 1, 52] of Darboux’s algebraic ar-
gument [1880, 55] to prove that projectivities are continuous in the sense of Klein. Using harmonic
Fig. 9. h(AC; BD); h(AC; B′D′).
xi Pieri wrote: “Pertanto, se due coppie B, D, et B′, D′ di punti in una retta si separano, non vi potrà essere una coppia, da
cui ciascuna di quelle sia separata armonicamente. Ma se B, D e B′, D′ non si separano, esisterà almeno una coppia separata
armonicamente da ciascuna di quelle. In fatti, mentra un punto M descrive quello dei due segmenti terminati in B, D, che non
contiene B′, D′, movendosi in un determinato verso, il punto M1 separato armonicamente da M per mezzo dei punti B, D e il
punto M2 separato armonicamente da M per mezzo dei punti B′, D′ si muoveranno entrambi nel verso opposto, descrivendo M1
l’altro segmento BD ed M2 un segmento contenuto entro questo; per la qual cosa M1 and M2 s’incontreranno almeno una volta;
onde, chiamato C il punto d’incontro ed A la corrispondente posizione di M, sarà A, C, una coppia separata armonicamente
da B, D e da B′, D′. Sarà poi demostrato (nn. 216 e 217) che non vi può essere più d’una coppia analoga alla coppia A, C′ ′
[von Staudt, 1847, 42]. James T. Smith, in comparing Pieri’s proof to that of Darboux, noted that “Pieri included Darboux’s
proof of this theorem, with some improvement. . . Pieri added the explicit specification of which of the two intervals BD that M
traverses; Darboux merely used a figure” [personal communication, 7-20-03].
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of points of one corresponds to a continuous sequence of points of the other.xii Pieri could then justify
Staudt’s assumption of the existence of two consecutive fixed points A and B (clarifying Reye’s argu-
ment [1866–1892, third edition of vol. 1, 56]): Let M be a point on a line such that its image under a
projectivity φ is M′ = M. Choose two points P and Q that are not fixed by φ, and move them in opposite
directions along the line starting from M. Let A and B respectively represent the first meeting points of P
and Q with their images under φ. Then segment AMB within segment AB cannot contain another fixed
point.xiii
Pieri’s annotations combined and clarified his predecessors justifications of proposition 106, within
the context of Staudt’s development—an environment that assumes parallel lines. But this was just the
beginning. Pieri would revisit this theorem again and again constructing proofs axiomatically in purely
projective systems.
Pieri gave his first rigorous proof of Proposition 106 in the third of three notes [1894–1895, 1895–
1896a, 1895–1896b] that axiomatically construct three-dimensional projective geometry as a science
independent of Euclidean notions, founded on the notions of point, line, and segment, and 19 postulates.
Pieri’s notion of segment is not based on the concept of order, as, either explicitly or implicitly, was
common in the treatments of his contemporaries (see, for example, [Enriques, 1894; Fano, 1892; Vailati,
1892]). Pieri proposed another way (“un’altra via”) in assuming segment as primitive and defining the
concept of order in terms of it.
Pieri would reprise his proof of Proposition 106 [1895–1896b, Section 14] in an important axiomati-
zation [Pieri, 1897–1898] of n-dimensional geometry (see Section 9), in which he eliminated segment as
primitive. In what follows I trace his path to Proposition 106 there, demonstrating how Pieri used sepa-
ration defined entirely in terms of incidence to construct its proof. I begin by showing how Pieri defined
segment with no appeal to continuity or projective order on the line.
Darboux [1880, 58] had already proved that in the presence of continuity separation can be defined
from harmonicity. Pieri went one step further, defining separation from harmonicity without appealing to
continuity. He first defined the segment ac containing b, which he denoted as (abc), as the locus of the
harmonic conjugates of b with respect to variable pairs of distinct points that are harmonic conjugates
xii Pieri wrote: “Dalla definizione di due forme projettiva fra loro si deduce, che a quattro elementi A, B, C, D, della’una,
i quali si seguano in un determinato verso, corrispondono nell’ altra, quattro elementi A′, B′, C′, D′, il quali si seguono pure
in un determinato verso. Poichè, se ciò non avvenisse, le due coppie A′, C′ e B′, D′ non si separerebbero, e quindi esisterebbe
una coppia M′, N′ separata armonicamente tanto dalla coppia A′, C′, quanto dalla coppia B′, D′: disguisachè allora anche la
coppia corrispondente M, N nella prima forma sarebbe separata armonicamente da ambedue le coppie A, C, e B, D: ciò che è
impossibile, perchè queste due coppie si separano. Ne segue, che in due forme semplici projettive, ad ogni successione continua
di elementi dell’una corrisponde nell’altra una successione continua di elementi: vale a dire che, se un elemento dell’ uno si
muove in un determinato sense descrivendola tutta, l’elemento corrispondente farà lo stesso nell’ altra forma” [von Staudt,
1847, 42].
xiii Pieri wrote: “Per vedere che nella ipotesi suddetta esistono effetivamento due elementi uniti A, B consecutivi, cioè tali
che in uno dei due segmenti AB, BA no vi sia nessun altro elemento unito, osserviamo che, se M è un punto non unito, ossia
distinto dal suo corrispondente, facendo muovere un elemento sulla forma a partire da M in un determinato verso, esso dovrà
certo incontrare una prima volta il suo corrispondente, poichè questo (v. nota al n. 103) si muove del pari in un determinato verso
(e a motivo della continuità della retta, che ammetteremo come postulato): sia A questa prima posizione d’incontro. Similmente,
facendo muovere un elemento della prima forma a partire da M nel verso contrario al precedente, sia B la prima posizione, in
cui esso incontra il suo corrispondente: allora il segmento AMB compreso fra i due punti uniti A and B non conterrà altri punti
uniti” [von Staudt, 1847, 44].
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with respect to a and c.xiv So a, c /∈ (abc) and b ∈ (abc). The complement of a projective segment (abc)
so defined contains the harmonic conjugate of b with respect to a and c, and the relation of separation can
be expressed entirely in terms of segment: To say a and c separates b and d means that d , on line ac, does
not belong to (abc) nor does it coincide with a or c. Omitting an arbitrary point from a line, Pieri then
defined a linear ordering relation on the remaining points, and developed its properties (see [1897–1898,
Section 7, 132–137]).
The next step involves the definition of a special class of transformations that preserve segments.
Pieri had first introduced these transformations in [1895–1896b] using Peano’s symbolism,xv observing
that they were related, in one sense, to the affinities of Peano [1894, 77] and, in another, to the ordered
correspondences of Federigo Enriques (1871–1946) [1894, Section 10].21 Abandoning explicit use of
Peano’s symbolism, Pieri here defined a segmental transformation τ between two lines r and r ′ as a one-
to-one (but not necessarily onto) transformation of r into r ′, with the following property: If a, b, and c
are arbitrary distinct points on r and d is any point of the segment (abc), then the point τd always lies in
the segment (τaτbτc)xvi [1897–1898, Proposition 1, Section 9, 144]. These segmental transformations
(which make no appeal to continuity or projective order on the line) enable Pieri to partition a segment
xiv Pieri wrote: “Premesso che b, c son punti d’una retta prj r l’un l’altro distinti, il segmento projettivo abc – rapprasentate dal
segno (abc) – non è altro che il luogo d’un punto prj x, a cui si può coordinar sulla r un qualche punto y diverso da a e da c,
per modo che x sia l’armonico dopo y, Arm(a, c, y) e b” [1897–1898, Proposition 1, Section 5, 124].
xv Pieri had defined segmental transformations in the following way: “Essendo r , r ′ due rette projettivo, col simbolo Tr,r ′
– da leggersi ‘trasformazione Simile di r in r ′, la quale muti i punti d’un segmento in punti d’un segmento; conforme alla
seguente definizione: P. 1. r, r ′[1]. ⊃ . Tr,r ′ = (r ′f r ′)Sim ∩ (τε)−1}a, b, c,∈ r. a ∼= b. b ∼= c. c ∼= a. d ∈ (abc): ⊃a,b,c,d
. τd ∈ (τaτbτc)” [Pieri, 1895–1896b, Section 13, 69].
21 For a comparison of the development of projective geometry in the works of Pieri and Enriques see [Bottazzini, 2001].
xvi Pieri wrote: “Essendo r, r ′ due rette prj, il nome di trasformazione segmentaria d’r in r ′, – che sarà talvolta abbreviato
nel segno Tr,r ′ – rappresenta collettivamente l’assieme di tutte le trasformazioni d’r in r ′, per cui si verificano le condizioni
seguenti: (1) τ sia una trasformazione isomorfa di r in r ′; (2) se a, b, c sono punti prj distinti su r , ma del resto arbitrary, e d un
punto qualunque del segmento (abc), il punto τd giaccia sempre nel segmento prj (τaτbτc).” Pieri explained a transformation
that is “isomorfa” as one between lines that maps equal entities to equal entities and unequal entities to unequal entities, saying:
Una rappresentazione di r sovra r ′ è da chiamarsi univoca, se ad individui eguali fra loro in r coordina sempre individui
tutti eguali fra loro in r ′; isomorfa (o Simile) se, oltre ad esser univoca, non può subordinare individui fra loro eguali in r ′ ad
individui non equali fra loro in r (cioè se individui disequali in r abbiano sempre immagini diseguali in r ′). In modern language,
a transformation is a function and so is univoca, and isomorfa means “injective.”
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y ∈ (acx)xvii, see Fig. 10.
To prove Proposition 106 Pieri needed (1) to adopt a postulate that ensured continuity of segments
and (2) to establish the relationship between segmental transformations and Staudt projectivities. He
postulated the following “law of continuity in the segment” (la legge di continuità nel segmento), which
he observed is “like the noted principle or postulate of dedekind” (“. . . che qui si propone, a somiglianza
d’un noto principio o postulato del dedekind”):
Let a, b, c be three distinct points of a projective line r . If the projective segment (abc) is divided into
parts h and k such that each contains at least one point, and such that given arbitrary points x of h and y
of k, y belongs to (acx): then in segment (abc) there exists at least one point z such that: (1) every point u
of (abc), where z belongs to (acu), is always a point of h; and (2) every point v of (abc), where v belongs
to (acz) is always a point of k.xviii
Pieri had used this postulate in [1894–1895] and [1896–1897]. It is analogous to one Enriques had
introduced in [1894, 151] after he had assumed the circular order of a line [1894, 144]. Neither of these
postulates makes any reference to metric concepts and both are equivalent to that of Dedekind.
Then, by adapting an argument (that Staudt projectivities preserve order on the line) which he had
given in [von Staudt, 1847, 42], Pieri proved that every Staudt projectivity (which he called harmonic
transformationxix) is segmental.xx Pieri now only needed the following fixed point theorem for his proof
of Proposition 106: “Let τ be a segmental transformation of a line r to itself that maps three distinct
points a, b, c to a′, b′, c′. Assume that (a′b′c′) and its endpoints are contained in (abc) and c′ ∈ (aca′).
xvii Pieri wrote: “Essendo r una rette prj, τ una transform.e segment.a d’r in sè stessa; a, b, c tre punti distinti su r , e a′, b′, c′
i loro trasformati per τ ; e supposto inoltre che il segm.o (a′b′c′) stia con ambo gli estremi nel segm.o (abc), e il punto c′
nel segm.o (aca′): allora con h indicheremo il complesso di tutti I punti x di (abc) soddisfacenti a questi condizioni: (1) che
l’omologo x′ di x giaccia sempre in (acx); (2) che se x1 è un punto di (abc) tale che x giaccia in (acx1), sempre il suo
trasformato x′1 appartenga ad (acx1); di poi rappresentermo con k l’insieme di tutti quegli (abc) che non sono h” [1897–1898,
Propositions 4–6, Section 9, 145].
xviii Pieri wrote: “Essendo a, b, c tre punti d’una retta projettiva r l’un l’altro distinti; se il segmento projettivo (abc) sarà
diviso in parti h e k tali che ciascuna abbia in sè almeno un punto e che, designando per x un punto qualunque di h e per y un
punto qualunque di k, y stia sempre nel segmento (acx): allora nel segmento (abc) dovrà esistere almeno un punto z sì fatto
che (1) ogni punto u di (abc), purchè z appartegna al segmento (acu) sia sempre un punto di h; e (2) ogni punto v di (abc),
purchè appartenente al segmento (acz) sia sempre un punto di k” [1897–1898, Proposition 7, Section 9, 145–146].
xix In [1897–1898, Proposition 5, Section 10, 50], Pieri wrote: “Essendo r , r ′ due rette prj, una trasformazione univoca τ
di r in r ′, e dicesi armonica, quando (1) τ è una trasformaz.e reciproca di r in r ′, e (2) comunque sian presi i punti a, b,
c sulla r , purchè a et b non coincidano, all’armonico dopo a, b, c, corrisponde sempre in r ′ l’armonica dopo τa, τb, τc:
cosicchè si confondo i punti τ Arm(a, b, c), e Arm(τa, τb, τc). In somma: Trasform.e armonica di r in r ′, che a quattro punti
armonici coordina sempre quattro punti armonici. By “riciproca” Pieri meant (in modern terms) bijective. Pieri noted that there
is something “superfluous” in both parts of this definition, as a result of postulates I–XVIII. He wrote: “In ambe le parti (1) e (2),
c’è del superfluo: qualche cosa che, date le nostre premesse I–XVIII, è conseguenza del resto. Ma qui si accoglie la celebre
definizione di staudt sensa farne oggetto d’analisi.”
xx Pieri wrote: “Invero, presi a piacere tre punti distinti a, b, c sulla r , e nel segmento (abc) un punto d = b, si può sempre
affermar l’esistenza di almeno due punti x, y conjugati armonici rispetto ad entrambe le coppie (a, c) and (b, d). Ora, se fosse
τd /∈ (τaτbτc), non potrebbero esister due punti armonici tanto rispetto a τa, τc quanto a τb, τd . Ma due punti si fatti esistono
al certo; e sono i trasformati di x, y: quindi è forza concluder che τd ∈ (τaτbτc)” [1897–1898, Proposition 7, Section 10, 150].
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A similar result, based on postulates of continuity and circular order of the line, is owed to Enriques
[1894, Section 10].
Using 14 incidence postulates, three postulates on segmental properties, the last of which is equivalent
to Pappus’s theorem, and his version of Dedekind continuity, Pieri reprised his [1895–1896b] proof of
Proposition 106. His argument is essentially this:
Choose on a line r three points e, f , g fixed under a Staudt projectivity τ . From the assumption22 that
there exists a point a ∈ r such that a /∈ (egf ) and τ(a) = a′ = a, deduce a contradiction. a′ /∈ (egf ) since
τ is segmental. Define the harmonic conjugates c, c′ of a, a′ with respect to e and f . Thus c′ = τ(c).
Either a′ ∈ (aec) or a′ ∈ (af c). It is sufficient to consider either case. Consider the first, since the proof
for the second then results by interchanging e and f . Since a′ ∈ (aec) and c′ ∈ (aa′c), then c ∈ (aec′)
and since c, c′ /∈ (eaf ), c′ /∈ (eac). Similarly a′ ∈ (aec) implies that a ∈ (eca′) and a, a′ /∈ (ecf ) implies
that a′ /∈ (eca). So e ∈ (aca′). It follows that (a′ec′) ∪ {a′} ∪ {c′} ⊂ (aec), so that c′ ∈ (aca′), and as a
consequence c ∈ (a′c′a). Under an assumption of continuity of the line, there exists a fixed point z ∈ (a′ec′)
such that no u ∈ (aec) is fixed for which z ∈ (acu).23 Reasoning in the same way, (af c) ∪ {a} ∪ {c} ⊂
(a′f c′) and c ∈ (a′c′a): So there exists in the segment (af c) a point y that is fixed under τ−1, such that
no u = a′, y ∈ r ∼ (a′c′y) is fixed. By a chain of reasoning from the previous assumptions, the points
mentioned so far can occur in an order (I depict in Fig. 11), such that (yaz) contains no fixed point, and
that (yaz) ⊂ (eaf ). Since g, y, z are fixed and g /∈ (yaz) ∪ {y} ∪ {z}, the harmonic conjugate g′ of g with
respect to y and z is fixed and belongs to (yaz). This is a contradiction since no point of the segment (yaz)
is fixed.xxii
xxi Pieri’s Proposition 12 is stated as follows: “Premessa ancora l’HpP4 [Essendo r una retta prj; τ una trasform. Segment d’r
in sè sessa; a, b, c tre punti distinti su r and a′, b′, c′ il trasformati per τ ; e supposte inoltre che il segm. (a′b′c′) stia con ambo
gli estremi nel sem. (abc), il punto c′ nel segm. (aca′)], è forza ch’esista entro il segmento prj (a′b′c′) un punto z coincidente
col suo trasformato τz, e di più tale che ogni punto u di (abc) per cui z appartenga al segmento (acu), sia sempre distinto dal
suo trasformato τu” [1897–1898, Proposition 12, Section 9, 148].
22 The assumption a ∈ (efg) is taken care of by Staudt’s original argument about harmonic conjugates.
23 The intermediate result which allows Pieri to state the existence of z is Proposition 12, Section 9.
xxii Pieri’s complete proof is this: “Siano e, f , g punti di r l’un l’altro distinti e tali che i punti τe, τf , τg coincidano rispettiv.e
con e, f , g. Preso a piacere un punto a sulla r , e detto a′ il suo trasformato per τ (cioè posto a′ ≡ τa), supponiamo che i
punti a′ ed a non coincidano: mostreremo che da ciò si deduce l’assurdo. I punti e, f , g, a, a′ saranno distinti fra loro, e gli
ultimi due non separati dagli altri. Sarà lecito suppore a /∈ (egf ), e p.c. a′ /∈ (egf ) ed (eaf ) = (ea′f ). Ciò posto, siano c e c′
gli armonici di a e a′ rispetto ad e, f : onde c′ = τc. I punti c e c′ saranno diversi fra loro e dai precedenti: inoltre si avrà che
c /∈ (eaf ), c′ /∈ (ea′f ), c′ ∈ (aa′c): e delle ipotesi a′ ∈ (aec), a′ ∈ (af c) basterà considerarne una sola, p.e. la prima; perchè
l’altra si deduce da questa con lo scambio delle lettere e, f tra loro, che non ha effetto di sorta nè sulle ipotesi, nè sui risultati.
Ora da a′ ∈ (aec) e c′ ∈ (aa′c) si deduce (aec) = (aa′c), c′ ∈ (aec); e p.c. c ∈ (eac′): e di qui, poi che c, c′ /∈ (eaf ), si deduce
c′ /∈ (eac); quindi c′ ∈ (ace). Similmente, poichè da a′ ∈ (aec) si deduce a ∈ (eca′); e d’altra parte a, a′ /∈ (ecf ); ne inferiamo
altresi che a′ /∈ (eca); quindi che a′ ∈ (cae), vale a dire che e ∈ (aca′). Da tutto ciò segue: (a′ec′) ∪ {a′} ∪ {c′} ⊂ (aec); oltre
che c′ ∈ (aca′), e p.c. c ∈ (a′c′a). Sono dunque verificate le ipotesi della P12 §9 dalla trasformaz.e τ dai punti a, e, c, a′, e′, c′;
e pertanto non sarà assurda rispetto a z la proposizione: z ∈ (a′ec′). z = τz ∴ u ∈ (aec). z ∈ (acu): ⊂u .u = τu. Insomma
esisterà nel segm.o (a′ec′) un punto unito z sì fatto, che, se u ∈ r ∼ (acz) ∼ {a} ∼ {z} [onde u ∈ (cza), u ∈ (aec), e di più
z ∈ (acu)] il punto u non è per certo unito. Si osservi ancora che dalle relazioni c /∈ (eaf ), c′ /∈ (ea′f ), (a′ec′) ⊂ (aec) segue
(af c)∪{a}∪{c} ⊂ (a′f c′): sicchè la stessa P12 §9 si può anche invocare per la trasform.e τ−1, inversa di τ e pei punti a′, f ′, c′,
a, f , c. Esisterà dunque nel segmento (afc) un punto unito y sì fatto che, se u ∈ r ∼ (a′c′y′) ∼ {a′} ∼ {y′}, il punto u non è unito.
E poichè da (af c) ⊂ (a′f c′), c ∈ (a′c′a) ed y ∈ (af c) si deduce che da u /∈ (acy) segue u /∈ (a′c′y), a fortiori non potrà essere
unito alcun punto della figura r ∼ (acy) ∼ {a′} ∼ {y}. Questo fatto e il somigliante già osservato per z, ove si guardi che nuino
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Pieri thus deduced proposition 106 within an axiomatic system that made no appeal to metric nor
Euclidean concepts, but does include an assumption of segment continuity (see Fig. 11). Geometers
eventually recognized continuity is not needed. But it took a while for them to realize this. According
to Toepell, as late as 1894, “Hilbert viewed continuity as one of the premises of projective geometry”24
[1986, 338].
dei punto a, a′ è, per Hp, unito, permettono d’asserire qualmente: u ∈ r ∼ (acz) ∼ {z}. ∪ . u ∈ r ∼ (acy) ∼ {y}: ⊂u .u /∈ τu.
Non è detto che z debba esser diverso da e, o y da f : ma i punti y, z sono certo distinti fra loro e dai punti a, c, a′, c′: nè può
darsi che z coincida con f , or y con e. Ora, da z ∈ (aec) si deduce z ∈ r ∼ (af c); e d’altra parte abbiamo y ∈ (af c): dunque
z ∈ r ∼ (ayc), vale a dire c ∈ r ∼ (yaz); e p.c. c ∈ (azy) e (azy) = (acy), come pure c ∈ (ayz) e (ayz) = (acz). Ma si sa che:
u ∈ (yaz). ⊂u: u ∈ r ∼ (azy) ∼ {y}.∪ . u ∈ r ∼ (zya) ∼ z; pertanto u ∈ (yaz). ⊂u: u /∈ τu. Infine, dall’essere z /∈ (ace) [chè se
no risulterebbe τe distinto da e] mentre y ∈ (af c) [e però y /∈ (aec), y ∈ (eca), (eca) = (eya)] si deduce che z /∈ (eya), quindi
che e /∈ (yaz), e p.c. che (yaz) ⊂ (yae) oppure (yaz) = (yae), secondo che z = e o z = e. Similmente, dall’ essere y /∈ (a′c′f )
[chè se no risulterebbe τf distinto da f ] e però anche y /∈ (acf ); mentre c /∈ (eaf ) [onde c ∈ (aef ) e (aef ) = (acf ) si deduce
che y /∈ (aef ), ossia che f /∈ (eay), e p.c. che (eay) ⊂ (eaf ) oppure (eay) = (eaf ), secondo che y = f oppure y = f . Ne
viene che il segmento (yaz) è contenuto nel segmento (eaf ): sicchè dalla supposizione a /∈ (egf ), ossia g /∈ (eaf ), introdotta
fin da principio, si deduce che g /∈ (yaz)∪ {y} ∪ {z}; e p.c. che Arm(y, z, g) ∈ (yaz). Tale è appunto l’assurdo a cui si perviene:
che, mentre s’è visto come niun punto del segmento (yaz) possa esser unito, qui trovasi invece che l’armonico di g rispetto
ad y e z − e quali è per certo tautologo – giace in detto segmento” [1897–1898, Proposition 8, Section 10, 150–151]. Pieri
noted postulates and previously proved propositions which justify his deductions within this proof, that I have omitted with the
exception of Proposition 12, Section 9 which is necessary to understand the hypothesis to which Pieri refers. Also in some cases
I took liberties with Pieri’s symbolism (for example, I used the more familiar notation /∈ in lieu of his ∼∈, and ⊂ for his ⊃
which is the modern interpretation, and used {a} instead of ιa to denote the singleton set containing a). Pieri’s Arm(y, z, g) is
the harmonic conjugate of g with respect to y and z.
24 In 1891, Hilbert taught a course in projective geometry for a summer session at the University of Königsberg following
the (nonaxiomatic) methods of Staudt and Reye. In September of that year he attended a lecture by Wiener on foundations
of geometry delivered at the congress of natural scientists in Halle. This lecture inspired Hilbert to explore the use of the
axiomatic approach to address the foundational problems that had been given widespread attention in Klein’s attempts to
construct metric projective geometry based on Staudt’s work. Hilbert’s lectures on non-Euclidean geometry for his summer
courses given at the university in 1894, which emulated Pasch’s approach, reflect this intent. The progression of Hilbert’s path
from here toward establishing geometry as a purely deductive system that culminated in his famous Grundlagen der Geometrie
[1899] is summarized in [Toepell, 1986]. However, Hilbert’s treatment of order in this work distracted from his development of
projective geometry. For a discussion of Hilbert’s axioms of incidence and order; see [Moore, 1902]. See also [Toepell, 1999].
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In the 1890s, Hermann Ludwig Wiener (1857–1939) asserted without proof that a version of Propo-
sition 106 stated in terms of the classical definition of projectivity could be proved without continuity
by using Pasch’s incidence axioms and the theorems of Desargues and Pappus [Wiener, 1890–1891, 47].
This would yield the following version of Staudt’s fundamental theorem: a composition of perspectivi-
ties is determined by assigning images to three distinct points. Friedrich Schur (1856–1932) showed first
both these theorems for classical projectivities can be proved without any reference to order or continuity
of the line by taking Pappus’s theorem as an axiom [Schur, 1899, 1902].25 By that time it had become
apparent that when coordinates are introduced into a projective geometry satisfying incidence axioms,
the scalars form a division ring. To prove Proposition 106 for Staudt projectivities, what is needed is an
axiom that implies that the scalar ring has no nontrivial automorphisms. This leads us to Pieri.
In [1898] Pieri produced an axiomatization based on two primitives, point and homography, and 19
postulates, which constructs three-dimensional projective geometry with no appeal to the continuity of
the line.xxiii The notion of homography had been developed by Chasles [1880, xxx] to mean what is today
called a collineation. Pieri postulated it as a transformation of projective points to projective points, noting
that he intended a representation analogous to that of function, but not necessarily bijective function.xxiv
He established that the set of homographies constitutes a transformation group.
Pieri’s first 12 postulates are sufficient to prove Desargues’s triangle theorem. Postulates XIII and
XIV respectively ensure that any homography of a line that fixes three points is the identity, and any
homography that fixes three lines of a plane concurrent in a point fixes every line in the plane on that
point. By Postulate XV, the existence of homographies is guaranteed.xxv Postulates XVI ensures that the
diagonal points of a quadrangle are not collinear.xxvi Postulate XVII restricts the axiomatization to three
dimensions.xxvii The addition of two additional postulates (XVIII and XIX) ensure that homographies
preserve separation.xxviii
25 Schur cited [Pieri, 1898–1899] in his 1902 paper, but not [Pieri, 1897–1898]!
xxiii Pieri wrote, “una sistema, dove restebbero contemplate implicitamente anche i punti così detti irrazionali, senza affermarne
l’esistenza od escluderia. Il che è tutt’altra cosa dell Geom. nei soli punti razionali.”
xxiv Pieri wrote: “Qualunque omografia sarà trasformazione di punti projettiva in punti projettiva, ossia rappresenta della classe
[0] sopra sè stessa. . . . Si sottintende, come nell’idea generale di funzione, . . . la nostra mente sia portata sopra un solo individuo
dell’altra – o sopre individui tutti egali fra loro in questa – (univocità): ma la scambievolezza delle due classi (reciprocità) non
è presupposta” [1898, 167]. Here [0] represents the class of projective points.
xxv Pieri wrote: “Dati I punti a, b, c, d , e da una parte, e dall’altra I punti a′, b′, c′, d ′, e′; e posto che nessun piano passi per
quattro di quelli o per quattro di questi: esiste un’omografia che trasforma gli uni negli altri ordinatemente” [1898, 173].
xxvi Pieri stated this postulate symbolically, then literally as “Non può darsi che I tre punti diagonali d’un quadrangolo piano
sian per diritto” [1898, 174].
xxvii Pieri wrote: “Se a, b, c, d sono punti projettivi non complanari, p è un punto projettivo non situato in alcuno de’ piani
abc, abd , acd , bcd , dovrà esistere un punto comune alle figure ap, bcd” [1898, 176].
xxviii Pieri stated these postulates on homographies symbolically and then explained them in terms of what they imply regarding
separation. For postulate XVIII he wrote: “. . . se le coppie a, b e c, d si separano, per certo le b, c, e a, d non si separano,”
and for postulate XIX: “. . . se non si separan le coppie (a, b) e (c, d), nè le (b, c) e (a, d), si separan di certo le coppie (c, a) e
(b, d)” [1898, 177].
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a fixed point is a perspectivity.xxix Recall that Staudt, with an implied assumption of continuity, had
deduced the analogous theorem for Staudt projectivities on the basis of Proposition 106 [1847, Proposi-
tion 108, 44]. To prove that Staudt projectivities are homographies, without appealing to continuity, Pieri
here added the following principle (P22)xxx: If x is a point on a projective line that does not belong to
a harmonic net determined by three points of the line, then any Staudt projectivity that fixes the three
points (and therefore every point of the harmonic net) also fixes x.xxxi Pieri noted that the content of this
postulate is scarcely distinguishable from Staudt’s Proposition 106 (“. . . per conto si distingue appena dal
teorema di staudt”), and that it becomes superfluous if continuity is assumed [1898, 180].
What emerges here is that Pieri’s first 17 postulates are sufficient to prove Pappus’s theorem in a
purely projective way with no appeal to order or continuity. Recall he had assumed a principle equivalent
to Pappus’s theorem as Postulate XVII in [1897–1898, Section 5, 128]. In the Appendix to that work, he
made the following observation regarding the theorem: “This proposition (that I know) never has been
produced in Geometry of Position other than deducing it from the fundamental theorem of Staudt (recall
that by this, Pieri means Proposition 106): That is to say, invoking the principle of the continuity of
the line. . . .” Pieri observed that a simpler proof had recently been attempted by Zeuthen, but without
success.xxxii
Pieri did succeed in deducing Pappus’s theorem with no appeal to order or continuity in [1898, Sec-
tion 178], but apparently this achievement little noticed. The proofs Schur [1899, Section 1] and Hilbert
[1899, Section 3] produced 1 yr later were based on Euclidean congruence.
But Pieri still did not have a proof of Proposition 106 that made no reference to order or continuity. In
[1904] he would produce one, demonstrating in Sections 1–6 that one- and two-dimensional projective
geometry (including Proposition 106) could be constructed with no appeal to order or the continuity of
the line, on the basis of the primitives point and line, and 18 postulates. The first 17 postulates are those he
used in [1897–1898]. His 18 postulate XVIII′ (which replaced the continuity postulate XVIII of [1897–
1898]) is a projective version of the Archimedean principle26 (see Fig. 12). Pieri was not the first to
xxix Pieri wrote: “Qualsiavoglia omografia v che trasformi la retta projettiva r in un’altra r ′ diversa da r , e un punto a della
prima in sè stesso, rappresenterà prospettivamente l’una retta sull’altra” [1898, 175].
xxx Pieri wrote: “La convenienza d’un qualche principio di continuità si fa innanzi, ad es., quando si voglia dar luogo a
proposizioni come queste: ‘Ogni trasformazione reciproca dello spazio in sè stesso (dei punti in punti) la quale muti ogni retta
in una retta è un’omografia.’ – ‘. . . spazio projettivo, è un continuo numerico reale.’ Ecc. Il passarsi di queste e d’altre relazioni
consimili non sarebbe opportuno: ma non disdice l’evitarle al possibile per trattarne solamenta all ultimo, o quasi. La prima di
quelle due si può ridurre (per ciò che precede) a quest’altra: ‘Essendo r , r ′ due rette projettive, ogni trasformazione armonica
di r in r ′ . . . sarà un’omografia tra le medesime. Ma neppur qui si richiede propriamente il decidere sulla continuità della retta.
Per giungere a quel risultato basterebbe infatti postulare un principio come P22.”
xxxi Pieri wrote: “Dati spora una retta projettiva r i punti distinti a0, a1, a2: se x e˙ un punto di r che non appartenga alla
serie armonica a0, a1, a2, . . . ak−1, ak , ak+1, . . . – dove a3 sia l’armonico dopo a0, a2, a1, et in generale ak+1, l’armonico di
ak−1 rispetto ad a0, ak – qualunque trasformazione armonica, per cui resti fermo ciascuno dei punti a0, a1, a2, dovrà fermo x
ancora” [1898, 179].
xxxii Pieri wrote: “Ora questa prop.e (ch’io sappia) non è mai stata prodotta in Geom.a di Posizione altrimenti che deducendola
dal teorema fond.e di STAUDT: vale a dire invocando anche il principio di continuità sulla, retta, che qui è post. XVIIIo.
(Una dimostr.e piu semplice fu ancor tentata di fresco da H.G. ZEUTHEN, ma sensa frutto: ved. Comptes Rendus de l’Ac. D.
Sciences, 2, 2 e 22 Nov.e 1897).”
26 A projective form of Archimedes’s principle is as follows: Given four arbitrary collinear points A, B, C, D that are in the
cyclic order A–B–C–D, one can find in the harmonic net determined by the points A, B, D, a point E for which the following
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appeal to such a principle for the proof of Proposition 106. Schur had used the affine version.27 But Pieri
observed that this version, and along with it, the major part of the principles that inform Schur’s work
do not belong to the “pure Geometry of Position.” He noted further that some of Schur’s assumptions on
motion imply results projectively equivalent to Proposition 106 [Pieri, 1904, Preface].xxxiii
Pieri’s postulate XVIII′ ′, “a premise of lesser weight” (“una premessa di minor peso”) than his postu-
late of continuity of the segment of [1897–1898], can be stated as follows: If p and p′ are two points in
a segment (abc), then there exists at least one point of the harmonic net determined by a, b, c that lies
outside of the segment (pap′).xxxiv His definition of segment, in the presence of this postulate, allowed
him give a proof of Proposition 106 with no appeal to Dedekind continuity. His argument is essentially
this:
Let a, b, c on line r be fixed φ under projectivity from r to r , and show that φ is the identity. Show
the assumption that there exists a point p ∈ segment (abc) that is not fixed under φ. Since projectivities
preserve segments, p′, the image of p, belongs to (abc). Assume p′ is internal to segment (acp). By the
new postulate, there exists some fixed point y external to the segment (pap′). Since p′ is internal to (acp),
cyclic order holds: A–C–E–D. This principle is equivalent to the requirement that the division ring of scalars be commutative.
So every anti-automorphism is an automorphism (see [Artin, 1957, Section 2, Section 9]).
27 The affine version of Archimedes’s principle, which was also used by Hilbert, can be expressed in the following way: Let A1
be a point between A and P. Take points A2, A3, . . . so that AA1 = A1A2 = A2A3 = . . . . Then there exists a positive integer n
such that P lies between A and An.
xxxiii Pieri wrote: “Ben è vero che il sistema pangeometrico di M. PASCH (Vorles. über meuere Geometrie, Leipzig, 1882) – il
quale riposa sulle nozioni di ‘segmento individuato dagli estremi’, e di ‘congruenza (o movimento) delle figure’ – consente una
dimonstrazione del teorema di Staudt non solo indipendente dalle ipotesi di continuità della retta nel senso ora accennato, ma
sì ancora indipendente dal postulato V d’Archimede: ved. in proposito F. SCHUR, Ueber den Fundamentalsatz der projectiven
Geometrie, Math. Ann., vol LI. Ma quelle due nozioni – e con esse la maggior parte dei principi che informano l’opera di
M. Pasch e l’anzidetta memoria di F. Schur – non appartegono alla pura Geometria di Posizione: e oltre a ciò gli assiomi del
movimento contemplano fatti geometrici, il cui significato projettivo equivale al teorema di Staudt (Cfr. SCHUR, loc. cit., pag.
403).”
xxxiv Pieri wrote for Postulate XVIII′: “Essendo a, b, c punti allineati e distinti fra loro; p e p′ due punti a piacere nel
segmento projettivo (abc) purchè non coincidenti; i e l numeri interi, positivi o nulli, ma del resto arbitrari; se si pone: β0 = b,
βI ≡ Arm(α,βi−1, c) quando i > 1, βi,0 = a, βi,1 = Arm(c,βi−1, βi−2), per l > 1; bisognerà che uno almeno dei punti β così
definiti cada fuor del segmento proj. (pap′)” [1904, Section 1, 292].
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be true since projectivities are segmental transformations and c, a, and y are fixed under φ.xxxv
Pieri would revisit Staudt projectivities once again to justify his observation in [1897–1898, Sec-
tion 10, 150] of “superfluous” conditions in the previous definitions of them. He proved, without appeal-
ing to Dedekind continuity, that (1) it is not necessary to define harmonic transformations as bijective (it
being sufficient that they are simply injective), nor (2) to stipulate that they take any harmonic set into a
harmonic set (it being sufficient to say that there exist in r two distinct elements such that each harmonic
set that contains one or the other of them is mapped to a harmonic set), since the postulates of projective
geometry ensure these properties [see Pieri, 1906, 362].xxxvi
It bears mentioning here that Pieri would take the lead from Staudt in another of his important axioma-
tizations. In [1856–1860] Staudt had derived complex projective geometry from real projective geometry.
Pieri instead sought to establish complex projective geometry as an autonomous subject. He constructed it
on its own foundation [1904–1905], assuming complex points as primitive, and implicitly defining them
through his postulates. He then derived real projective geometry as a special case (see [Marchisotto,
1993, 289]).
There is no question that Pieri stood on the shoulders of Staudt for all his investigations of projective
geometry. Pieri’s most important contribution to the field was his [1897–1898] axiomatization that es-
tablished projective geometry as an independent subject. I revisit this paper next in the context of Pieri’s
other works in projective geometry as well as the most notable of those of his compatriots.
xxxv Pieri wrote: “Basterà dimonstrare che ciascun punto del segmento (abc) corrisponde a sè stesso. Poniamo che esista un
punto p di (abc), diverso dal corrispondents p′. Grazie al carattere segmentario della trasformaze. armonica, il punto p′ dovrà
giacer similmente in (abc). Si può concedere che p′ sia conseguente a p nell’ ordine a–b–c, vale a dire interno al segmento
(acp). Osservate che tutti it punti β contemplati in XVIII′ saranno tautologhi nell’omografiapunto tautologo β . Ma dall’esser β
esterno al segmento (pap′) e p′ interno al segmento (acp) sideduce che β è seguente di β nell’ordine naturale a–b–c: dunque
β appartiene al segmento (acp) senza appartenere al segmento (acp′); la qual cosa è contraria all’ipotesi. È dunque assurdo il
supporre p′ diverso da p” [1904, Section 2, 293]. Again, I have omitted Pieri’s citations of previously proved propositions or
postulates (with the exception of Postulate XVIII′) to justify his statements and have taken some liberties with his notation.
xxxvi Pieri wrote: “Una famosa definizione di g.c. von staudt (Die Geometrie der Lage, . . . n. 103) – più tardi accolta da vari
autori, e ormai riprodotta in ogni ocoso di Geometria Proiettiva – stabilisce che i termini “projettività, omografia, o (comè anche
si disse) corrispondenza armonica tra due forme fondimentali di 1a specie r ed r ′ siano sinonimi di trasformazione univocal e
reciproca di r in r ′, che a ciascun gruppo armonico (dell’una o dell’altra forma) coordina un gruppo armonico. Ebbi altra volta
occasione di segnalare (I principii della Geometria . . . §10 in nota). . . che c’è del superfluo e del sovrabbondante in ciascuna
delle assunzioni, che la corrispondenze debba essere univocal in ambo i sensi, e convertire qualunque gruppo armonico in un
gruppo armonico: cioè qualche cosa che, date le ordinarie premesse della Geometria projettiva, è consequenza dell resto. Qui mi
propongo di giustificare codesta asserzione, dimonstrando che, un volta concessi i postulate I–XVII della memoria testè citata
e un certo principio XVIII′ . . . che in ordine ai fini della Geometria Projettiva di 10 e 20 grado può far le veci del postulato
di r. dedekind, la reciprocità o intertibilità della supposta trasformazione di r in r ′, e la sua costanza nel riprodurre I gruppi
armonici son conseguenze di alter condizioni un po’più generali e men restrittive. Questo sono: I. Che la rappresentazione
onde si parla subordini a ciascun elemento di r un solo elementi di r ′ (sia dunque una r ′fr nell’accezion più generica), II e a
qualsivoglia coppia di elementi distinti l’uno dall’altro in r una coppia di elementi eziandio non coincidenti fra loro in r ′ III.
Che esistano in r due elementi diversi fra loro e tali, che ciascun gruppo armonico, il quale contenga l’uno o l’altro di quelli,
si rappresenti per un gruppo armonico.”
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For his creation of [1897–1898], Pieri acknowledged his reliance on his previous papers [1894–1895,
1895–1896a, 1895–1896b], claiming improvements, not only with reference to a reduction in the num-
ber of primitives and improved organization and coherence, but also with regard to completely new or
reformulated treatments of harmonic sets, projective segments, sense of a line, and the projective hyper-
plane.xxxvii The [1897–1898] axiomatization also reflects the evolution of Pieri’s thinking in [1896] and
[1896–1897], as I now demonstrate. In [1894–1895, 1895–1896a, 1895–1896b], Pieri had constructed
three-dimensional projective geometry on three primitives (point, segment, and join of two points) and
19 postulates. In [1896] he presented a system of 20 postulates based on the same three primitives,
which he claimed sufficient to construct abstract n-dimensional projective geometry. A short time later,
in [1896–1897], he reduced the number of primitives to two (point and join of two points), and gave 16
postulates, which he claimed sufficient to establish abstract projective geometry and to introduce pro-
jective coordinates without appealing to the order of points of a line. Pieri noted that by means of these
postulates, he freed projective geometry from all ties (“ogni vincolo”) to “Analysis situs,” avoiding such
metric concepts as the order of points on a line that Fano [1892] and Enriques [1894] had taken as prim-
itive. Pieri also observed that his postulate system is sufficient to develop projective geometry in such a
way that no real distinction between incidence and separation properties need be made.xxxviii
Pieri’s axiomatizations of projective geometry were characterized by the formal deduction of certain
concepts, such as the principle of duality, which had not enjoyed rigorous development in contemporary
treatments.28 His [1897–1898], in particular, had the advantage of offering a direct method for gener-
alizing projective geometry to n dimensions. Enrico D’Ovidio (1843–1933) and Segre (with Peano as
recorder) wrote a glowing evaluation of this paper when they presented it to the Academy of Science of
Turin:
. . . A great many of the treatments contained in this work are totally new. And when the author has to
express results previously known, in this exposition such results are obtained more simply and beautifully,
xxxvii Pieri wrote: “Parte del materiale, . . . fu già successivamente elaborato in più memoire compares negli anni 1896–1897
. . . Ma il contenuto di queste non ricompare solamente ordinate in un tutto più coerente ed organico: esso è piuttosto rifuso,
in parecchi luoghi accresciuto, in altri mutato di sana pianata. Nuovi, o al tutto riformati, i trattatelli dei gruppi armonici, del
segmento projettivo, dei sensi o versi d’una retta, dell’iperpiano projettivo; soppresse alcune proposizioni primitive . . . alter
semplificate, or ridotte in affermazioni di minor capacità dedutiva; etc.” [1897–1898, 102].
xxxviii Pieri wrote: “Che i sedici postuli. suddetti. . . . siano sufficienti a formulare tutta quanta la pura Geoma. Proja., si resolve
da ciò, che per mezzo di essi è possible giungere, senz’altri sussidi al teorema fondame. della projettivatà, o teorema di Staudt
(Ved m1.§13,14) ; il quale, siccome par bastantemente provato dal medesimo Staudt (Ved. Beiträge zur G. d. L., §19, 20, 21, 29)
e dal altri, permette alla sua volta di rappresentare mediante coordinate projettive i punti d’ogni spazio, or fondamentale, di data
specie o dimensione . . . Pertanto ogni ragione o fatto pertinente al dominio della Geoma. Proja. non potrà essere in ultima analisi
che un combinazione logica delle proposi. primite. I, . . . XVI ed un affermazione più o meno complessa circa gli enti primitive
punto projo. e congiungente due punti proji. Per essersi schivata l’introduzione di un terzo ente non definito – come l’angoloide
simplice (Staudt), or la distanza di due punti (De Paolis), o l’ordine naturale nei punti d’una retta (Fano, Enriques), ecc. – può
dirsi sciolta la Geoma. di posize. da ogni vincolo verso l’Analysis situs; così che la distinzione fra properietà di configurazione
(o circa il mutuo appartenersi di punti), rette, piani, . . . e proprietà di connessione (o circa il separasi degli elementi fra loro) non
risponde più ad alcuna diversità reale ed intrinseca” [1896–1897, 350–351]. By m1, Pieri is referring to his [1894–1895].
28 Veblen and Young also formally deduced the principle, noting that in doing so, the duality theorems appear almost self-
evident [1910, Section 11, 29].
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logic, both in substance and in form, which is necessary in questions where one does not wish to make use
of intuition. It contains an abundance of results, fruit of persistent studies and calculations [1897–1898,
150].xxxix
The wording of this report confirms the view of Pieri as “a true bridge” (“un vero ponte”) between the
schools of Segre and Peano [Brigaglia and Masotto, 1982, 137]. At the time, Segre and Peano had been
engaged in a heated controversy about developing higher dimensional geometry intuitively or rigorously
(for a good discussion of this debate see [Bottazzini, 1990, Chapter 15]). With [1897–1898], Pieri clearly
achieved a structure that pleased them both. Lest there be any doubt that Peano concurred with D’Ovidio
and Segre in his role as recorder, consider one of his many comments on Pieri’s research in the founda-
tions of geometry: The “results of M. Pieri are due to a critical spirit, accompanied by rigorous methods.
Their importance becomes evident by comparing them to other works published in these last years, on
the same subject” [Peano, 1905, 94].xl
Peano’s evaluation was shared by other noted geometers of the period. Julian Lowell Coolidge (1873–
1954) called Pieri “the first writer to set up a suitable set of axioms for projective geometry. . . ” [1909,
248]. Alfred North Whitehead (1861–1947) based his own axiomatization of projective geometry [1906]
on Pieri [1897–1898]. Veblen [1904, 374] acknowledged Pieri for founding projective geometry as a
science by itself,29 and Bertrand Russell (1872–1970) waxed eloquent about the significance of this
achievement saying: “The true founder of non-quantitative Geometry is von Staudt. . . . But there re-
mained one further step, before projective geometry could be considered complete, and this step was
taken by Pieri, . . . to be able to deal projectively with a continuous space. . . . Thus at last the long process
by which projective Geometry has purified itself from every metrical taint is completed” [Russell, 1903,
421]. Nonetheless, most modern accounts continue to give credit solely to Staudt.
Few contemporary scholars are aware of Pieri’s paper. I can point to two possible reasons, without
suggesting these are the only contributing factors. First, and foremost, was the appearance of [Hilbert,
1899]. Second, and somewhat ironically, was the appearance of Pieri’s own axiomatization of absolute (or
neutral) geometry [1898–1899] on the basis of point and motion, for which today Pieri is best known.30
Pieri’s [1897–1898] axiomatization should be recognized, not only for achieving Staudt’s goal, but for
its importance to synthetic research on higher-dimensional spaces. But the paper is generally not included
in discussions of Italian contributions in this area. Giuseppe Veronese (1854–1917) is rightfully credited
with the first systematic use of the synthetic method in treating n-dimensional geometry [Boi, 1990,
39]. His axiomatization [Veronese, 1891], and that of Fano [1892], are the two major axiomatizations
(preceding Pieri’s) produced by the Italian school of n-dimensional projective geometry that appear to
xxxix D’Ovidio and Segre wrote: “Parecchie delle trattazioni contenute in questo laboro sono del tutto nuove. E se l’A. per
necessità dovette exporre dapprima alcuni dei risultati già ottenuti, in questa esposizione tali risultati acquistano in semplicità e
perfezione, e spesso li completa con nuove teorie. Il lavoro è condotto in ogni sua parte con tutto quel rigore di logica, sia nella
sostanza che nella forma, il quale è necessario in questioni ove volontariamente non si fa uso dell’intuizione. Esso contiene gran
copia di risultati, frutto di perseverante studii e calcoli.”
xl Peano wrote: “Ces résultats de M. Pieri sont dus à son esprit critique, accompagné d’une methode rigoureuse. Leur impor-
tance est manifeste, en les posant à coté d’autres travaux, qu’on a publié, dans les dernières années, sur le même sujet.”
29 Veblen also cites [Pieri, 1901], Pieri’s axiomatization of projective geometry based on the notions of line and the relation of
intersection between two lines.
30 Marchisotto et al. [2007, in press] compare [Hilbert, 1899] to [Pieri, 1897–1898] and [Pieri, 1898–1899].
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judged as less than stellar with respect to mathematical rigor (see, for example, [Galuzzi, 1980] and
[Giacardi, 2001, 155]).
Pieri himself noted certain lapses in the papers of Fano and Veronese [Pieri, 1897–1898, Preface]. For
example, he found certain of Fano’s independence proofs for his postulates incomplete. Pieri claimed
that Fano failed to support certain theorems, including the statement that a plane containing two points
contains the line joining those points. Pieri also criticized Veronese’s justification of this statement, noting
also his failure to support a fundamental characteristic of projective geometry—the intersection of any
two coplanar lines. Pieri further observed that Veronese did not justify certain of his definitions, such as
that of projective plane.
One aspect of [Pieri, 1897–1898] relative to [Veronese, 1891] and [Fano, 1892], as well as to the works
of others of his contemporaries such as [Enriques, 1894], should be mentioned here for its historical, as
well as mathematical import: Pieri’s reduction of the number of primitive terms. Axiomatizations of
projective geometry prior to Pieri’s paper were founded on at least three primitives, usually point, line,
and order. That Pieri was able to construct n-dimensional projective geometry on only two primitives was
called an “astonishing discovery” by Coxeter [1949a, 174]. This enabled Pieri to deduce in innovative
ways concepts that others took as primitive. For example, as I have shown, in not taking order as primitive,
Pieri instead derived it for a line by means of a subtle definition of segment based solely on incidence
relations.
Pieri’s [1897–1898] axiomatization is a beautiful synthetic treatment of n-dimensional projective
geometry based on 20 postulates, 19 of which establish projective three-space. Although Fano, Veronese,
and others had preceded him in this endeavor, no one, in my opinion, had achieved a synthetic con-
struction that matched his with respect to rigor, nor deduced certain of the results in ways that reveal
interesting mathematical connections.
10. Conclusion
The creation of axiomatizations that develop a particular geometry as a hypothetical-deductive science
(a term Pieri invented) based on figures and properties characteristic of only that geometry is one of Pieri’s
greatest accomplishments in foundations. He developed them not only for real and complex projective
geometry, but also for inversive geometry [1911, 1912] and elementary geometry [1898–1899, 1908].
His axiomatization of absolute geometry [1899] on the basis of point and motion rivaled Hilbert’s [1899]
(see [Marchisotto, 1995, 113–115]), and is the subject of detailed study in The Legacy of Mario Pieri:
Logic and Geometry [Marchisotto et al., 2007, in press]. Pieri’s axiomatization of elementary Euclidean
geometry, based on point and sphere, which Tarski used as the basis for his year-long course (1926–1927)
at the University of Warsaw (see [Marchisotto, 1995, 115–117]) is treated by Marchisotto and Smith in
The Legacy of Mario Pieri: Geometry and Arithmetic [2006, in press], along with Pieri’s axiomatization
arithmetic [1906–1907], which improved on the famous Peano postulates [1889a].
31 Important works were also produced by Eugenio Beltrami (1835–1900) and D’Ovidio, Segre, Federigo Enriques (1871–
1946), and Severi, among others. See [Boi, 1990].
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1913, 3]. Peano believed that his results constituted “an epoch in the study of the principles of geome-
try. . . ,” predicting that “all those who later dealt with the principles of Geometry would make extensive
use of Pieri’s work. . . ”xlii [Peano, 1915, 171]. It is my hope Peano’s words become a reality for modern
scholars, and that this paper helps to revive interest in Pieri’s research and in the beautiful subject of
projective geometry.
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